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FOREWORD

The Regional Interstate Planning Project is a consortia of ten State Educa-
tion Agencies that sponsorseMinars on topics of.mutual concern-to in-service
their personnel along with local education agency staff. After the seminar
topic is selected, a Planning Committee, composed of knowledgeable staff from
seve'l of the SEAs, is selected to author the seminar objectives, plan the
activities, select presentors, etc.

This publication contains the proceedings of'a seminar On Evaluatithi fox;
Effecting Educational Futures. To expand on the topic the fallowing objec-
tives were written to be'achieved during the seminv:

I. Participants will be able to identify probable directions of change
ih\gducation and ways in which evaluation should facilitate such
chahge and should assist in.overcoming obstacles or roadblocks to
change.

2. Participants will be able to share experiences and idea on eval-
uation activities among the RIPP States and to disseminate evalua-
tion findings and reports.

3. Participants will have an opportunity to review promising and /or
emerging` evaluation practices, designs, and models which may be
helpful to them in theirfuture work.

4. Participants will gain ideas and concrete suggestions on utiliza-
tion strategies' which will increase the chances that evaluation
findings will beused teNreplay, recycle, and renew educational-
programs:"

In order'to achieve the objectives, the following individuals were engaged
to make presentations to the seminar Participants,'to present their evalua-
tion models, with emphasis on the design, findings,-utilization stratewies-
and prediction regarding the .outcomes: Dr. Kast Tallmadge, Vice President,
-RMC Research Corporation; Dr. Jim Vanecko, Senior Social Scientist and Project
Director, Abt Associates, Inc.; Dr. Launor Carter, Project Director, Systems \
Development. Corporation; Dr. Roy ForbeS; DirectorOatiOnal Assessment of

-EdUcational Programs, Iducation Commission of the States.

William R..BronsOn, -State Director, Office of Program Evaluation Research,
California Department of Education, discusIed with the participants how the
material for training evaluators was developed and how it was used to do the

. actual training.

,Dr. Arthur Coladarci, Dean, Sthool of Education, Stanford University, gave
;the keynote address thatostimulated the participants regarding the importance
of the seminar topic$:Hechallenged us to define "Education" and the basic
isubjects to be taught or taken in obtaining'an education.' He also gave us
Ifood for thoUght in .challenging us to' be aware of where .in 'individual will
obtain the necessary information to function as.a productive, worthy person

the twenty Years and beybnd.
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Dr. Gerald Kowitz, from the University.of Oklahoma, wasour conluding phesen-
tor. He tied the activities, which we'had conducted during the seminar, .

together and gave us advice on how to,plan in the future to improve our project
4. . -

activities. .,., _
s-

,

, -) . .

In addition to the above,\I would like to lank.Pat Watson, Qkfahoma, Bea
.

Smtth, Texat, and Jim. Miller, New Mexico, filar thOt forthright statements during
their reaction regarding the evaluation iodels. Tt the representatives'ffom
each of the States who made the presentations during the Pack and Brag sessions,
to fhe State Coordinators for their assistance in planning, coordinating,

fll

moderating, taking Oct res and he)ping,in many other ways, your help and
. assistance is,ppreci ed. To Vert Snyder and Harry Phillips, thanks for4J.., the informati,'help ul alefihg regarding education legislation. To all,

4 a big thank you for'a job well done.

I

pr

Lamar LeFevre
Director .

I

Regional Interstate Planning Project
Nevada State Departmeqof Education

f- 4055 South Spencer, Suite 234
Las Vegas, `Nevada- 89109
(702)385-0191



INTRODUCTION

The Regionillterstate Planning Project participants meet periodically at
conferences sponsored by ten State departments of education to discuss new
or topical issues of general concern. The most recent meeting was held
July 21-23, 1976, at Denver, Colorado, to consider various means of effect-
ing educational future through evaluation.

The R.I.P.P. Conferences are financed with funds provided under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, Publi6 Law 89-10, Title V, Section 505
as amended. The projict is administered by the Nevada State Department of
Education under the supervision of Superintendent John Gamble who serves as
Chairman of the Policy Board. Other cooperating State departments of educa-
tion are Arizona,; Colorado, Idaho, Montana, -New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas,
Utah, and Wyoming. .

, Jhis particular issue was plagued with prOblems resulting from recording
equipment failure during the conference. In most cases the speakers were
gracious enough to provide us with assistance in recapturing their presenta-
tions. However, a few were not able .to provide them in time for publication.
The editors apologize for this and will make every effort to-avoid similar
oCcurrenceOrthe future.

During the process oftranscribing, editing, and compiling the R.I.P.P.
proceedings, he editars have sought to keep the material both brief and
informative. he,resulting report is, hopefully, a ukful record of malty
thoughtful discussions.

O

I

Dr. Jake Huber, Co-Editor
Dr. Evalyn Dearmin, Co-Editoi'
,Dr. Len Trout, Co-Editor

Research and Educational Planning Center
College ofEducation
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada' .
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Dre Roy Forbes, 4latiOnal Assessments of

ducotional Programs, Education Commis-
ions of the States, discusses how to

u ilize data to make decisions.

Wyoming Delegation
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- Pat Wunnicke,
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Dr Jim Vaneckp\ Abt Associates,
cha s with Pat Watson after
presentation.
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SUMMARY
EVLUATION: SACROSANCT AND PROFANE

Dr. Arthur Coladarci
Dean, School of Education

Stanford.University

The logics,' tactics, and techniques of "evaluation" are not invariant across
situations. Rather they vary with the kinds of purposes held in view. At

lest these differing sets of purposes, arise in education:

(a) Evaluation to make decisions about the adequacy of administra-
tive, organizational structure and process.

tb)' Evaluatioai-to make decisions about pupils'(e.g., placement,
'programming).

(c) ,Evaluation to make decisions about adequacy of the instructional
( programs (curriculum and teaching method).

We often confuse the three, thinking of all as constituting the same evalua-
tive task.

Focusing on the third purpaN, another distinction should'be made: (a) evalua-

tion for the purpose of "testing" the program (summative evaluation),
(b) evalUation for the purpose of improving the program _(formative evaluation).
In ,the first (tummative), the canons of "science" apply:--that is we hold
"sacred" the principles of reliability, objectivity, reproducibility, etc.
However, it is counterproductive to extend this "scientism" rigidly to the
second (formative) mode. Rather, in continuous evaluation for continuing
program improvement, we should learn to tolerate the "less scientific" as
long as the information is the best that can be obtafritd under the program

conditions.

1,.
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ASSESSING THE COGNITIVE ACHIEV ENT BENEFITS
RESULTING FROM ESEA/TITLE4 PROJECTS:

THE PLAN FOR 1977 AND B OND

by

Dr. Kast Tallbadge; Vice Pres dent
RMC Research Corporation, Mountain View, California

In all of our assessment models we use posttest scores as a TeasUie of post-
treatment performance, and you're'free o select a test whilh you feel measurewhat it is that.you're" ,ying to:teadh. We try to'generate some scores' on t
total test which we th' k they wourd have, gotten if they had not participa
in the-pro3ect. In all hree model% we use this same concept--all use po
scores as a measure of p t-treatment performance. They differ in terms
they generate the no-treatment expettations.

,

The three models are labeled A; B,eind C. Model A is a norMLreferen
It probably looks like what most people. re doing today. Model B i
group model, and in most Title I projects it is probably illegal.

.

what we call a special.regression model: -We've developed a sligh
of that which we call a- regression projection model. We use tha
a o-treatment expectati*pver a particular set of circumstanc

.In Model A we use published, normative data. We use it in th
use control -group data.. We treat the students as if they we
in the control `group. Instead of-comparing kids against "th
are comparing treatment kids againstokids in the normative

f- same pretest scores. We generate this:flow treatment expect
simple way: We assess at Pretest time tbe'percentile stan
respect to the national norm. We then assume, all other t
they will maintain their status' With respect-to their'grad
special help over the pre-. and posttest time period. In o

. start out in the 20th percentild and you don't help them,
the 20th percentile. Many peopiejtImp at this expectatio
our kids fall farther and'farther behind the national no
They fall ,farther and farther, behind the notional norm be
same percentile. They fald.farther behind in raw score p
farther behind in standard score pants; they fall 'farthe
equivalent scores; 6bi4lhey maintain their same percentil
have to. It can't be a Kother wev. What we are saying i
.somewhere between the kids that arTjust a little-bit brig
and kidi who are-just a.littl& bit dumber than they are.
we can help them, tlie.y will maintain their4pretesIt percent

model

a cont
del C

Modifi ation-
togen rate

1

same w y that we.
a spe ial case

patio I norm" we
mple w o got the-

tion in a very'
ng of kids with
ngs being eqUal,.

-level peers without
her words, if they
hey will end up-at
saying, "Then why do

This is true.
use they stay at the
nts, they fall
behind in grade-

Nationwide they
that they stay

ter than they are

e 'assume.that unle
le status at post:.

test time. So, hen, we can get a,'no-treatment,expectation from the expected
posttest score. That's our no-titatment expectation.

If you want to use this-normi,-reference model, ypu have to do it With standard
scores and percentiles and not with grade equivalents. You have to use percen-
tiles that were empirically derived, ,in other words, percen iles which were not
extrapolated by the test publishers. The California'Achieve nt Test, for
example, was normed in February. So the percentile norms of he California
Achievement Test in February are empirical norms: The test p 'fishers present

rif

2 .
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in their manual$ all the spring norms in addition. But those norms are con-

structed by linear interpolation. between Februaries, under the,assumption.that

project,,grOwthlis linear over the nine months of the school year, with one-

third as much tain being made over the three summer months. That'assumption

gives yell., a ni e linear growth over the artificial- ten academic- montr' year, but

it is-simply Untenable. , , .

*.t ,
--N

It's pArticularly untenable with disadvantaged and Ofted kids because disad-

vanta9vdlidsdetline in their growth' rate over the summer and gifted kidS

exceed "their growth rate. In fact, if yod were to take data from any test '

OUblishers' norms...and plot the growth, i.e., get a Student at a standard devia-

tion belo the mean (the 16th *percentile),and one at.a standard deviation above

the mean 4th ercentile) and an average student at the 50th percentile

and plot then Over e school year and then over the summer and then over the

next school year, yo -will see thft all three grow very much the same over the

school ye r. The di erence betOeen them occurs during the summer. The dis-

advantage kids .411 farther behind,'thwational norm kids to what they are

supposed to do, and the giftWkids do a whole lot.betterthan they dd while

they are in school. 4-tr

I'm not aomming thathe different kids in the norms are in different programs. ,)

I'm just sy)ng that'you-haVe to use empirical norms that set some additional

reqqAftments as to when you can test. If you want to use the California

Achievement Test, it only .has empirical norms in February. That'is the only

time you ,can test you'r kids and make valid comparisons against the-norms. YOu

can't test in the fall or spring because the norms are projected and the errors

in projection are sufficiently large to invalidate the norm reference of
comparison.

We were able to,cOnv4nce the California Achievement Test publishers that their

projected norms are.not adequate. They are systematically in error. The dis-

advantaged kids were, systematically too low in the fall and, systematically too

high in the spring. The California Achievement Test is cUrrentty being

renormed. We take'some modest credit for that. The CTBS "falls in the same

category: For educators who want to use'a fallpretesting and spring posttest-.

ing Model at th'e present time nly two standardized achievement tests can be

used in conjunction with theAPm-reference.model.

One additional requirement that we make in conjunction with Model A, our norm=

reference model, is that you cannot use a single set, of test scores to elect

the'kids who are going to be in the treatment and to pretest. If you use the

same measures to select kids because they have.low Scores and then use those -

scores for pretest measures, you have 'random error'working in your favor. You

can get statistical regression toward the mean which adds up to whatever treat-'

ment effects you Might have.had, and you get too bi,g a mean. We requite that

you select the kids first by whatever method you want; Once you have se ed

them, then you must pretTt them.

Model C is quite comp16. The positions of each student are plotted on two

axes, one axis for pretest scores and one for posttest scores.. Whenever we

pretest and posttest a group of 'kids and then plot their positions in.this
manner, we will get an array that looks like a scatter plot. It is"so charac-

terized because it is elliptical in shape and the cases tend to-cluster on the

seven. If,we look at any particular test "score and make a slice that corre-
sponds to a pretest score, and we look at the midpoint of that slice, we should

1 ;'
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have exactly half of the cases from that score above the 1 and half beloW.
If we. look at the distribution of scores, thv distribution Of posttest scores,
and the. kids -that got this pretest score, Wshould have something ,that approx-
imates normal distribution. The mean of"that distribution is the midpoint of
the slice. Any place we make a slice, we should secure the same 'results. - Or,
If we draw a line between the midpoints of all the slices, we secure a regrew
Sion line. Basically the regress.io0 line is the linb that goes. through the
midpoint }i -ne of all the slices, and.in all cases itgives us the b st,pre-
.diction of the posttest score at a pretest score position. The syrr etTy at .

this array is what Takes the, special regression model work.

With this model we can predict posttest scores-for hypothetical ids by knowing
pretest scores. If they have a certain pretest score, then the should get a
predictahle posttest score. Suppose we administer the pretest o.1,000,kids,
but we only have enough money to serve 300 of them in a specia program. We
want to'obeY the law and.serve the neediest ones;so we're go ng to try to get
the lowest pretest score until we get 300 kids., There we wi I draw the line.
Only kids below that line get the Title I treatment, None f the kids above
get the treatment,.

Models B and C both require testing non-participants. This is the main objec-
tioo to them. Another objection to Model Bis-that you iCan't really find
kids com able to Title kidsunless they are in a single semester-1 ng

,program.,. oriel C is also fairly Complex in terms of c lculations, and some
people hate objected to it for that.reason: So e peo e object to Model A
because ofthe restrictions on testing'time--d uble sting in order to select
any pretest kids. And thereis some stigma a ache to usinglpational norms:

The - Educational Amendments of 1974 state th t the commissioner shall provide
such technfsal and other assistance as may 'e nec9ssary to the StateAeducation-'
al agencies to-enable them to assist.local educational agencies in thesapplica-
tion for and the development and systemat c evaluation of programs in accor-
dance With the models developed by the c mmissibn.. This assistance'is going to
take two forms during this coming year. First there will be a series of 11
three-day'workghops', one in Washington D. C., for the"feds," and one in each
of the regions, primarily for State -1= el evaluator peo01b,.State Title I

people,-and State Title Leveluators. Each of these workshops is intendgd to
train people to'become conversant wt h the system and also_to prep'e them to
conduct similaworkthops for the L A's within their States.

, The second form of-technical assis ante will be technical assistance centers--
,

'again, one for each of the region:. These centers are.to provide essentially
free consultant services to the tates and the local agencies within each
region. The States will call up .n these agencies-to conduct workshops, to help
them with workShops, and to help with planning and proposals to those centers.

111'
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RESEARCH ON DEMONSTRATION COMPENSATORY EDUCATION:
STUDYING'IMPLEMENTATION AS A GUIDE TO POILICY

)/
by

Dr''. Jim Vaned°
. ,

.

..

SzioySocial Scientist and
Projsq Director 1

.Abt Associates, rnc.*, '

.. .

.,
. , .

,,,' .

The research Lam herb to destrl4e o yOU,iS.a study in distributional equity.

Itis a study which'deOarts fro4-:*aditional,educationalresearch but which(
could not be mori'.in the center of thb research tradition. , It is a study' 1

derived'froM400Wpothefts that rf compensatory edve4tionaT services are
distributta-cd the.basiis of educational disSdVantage (achievement test scores)';
rather thad on liOasis of goVerty, then more children from poor families

will,receive comp' risatory.services and pdbr children will receive more services.

iPerOaps'the hypo esis is facetious, -perhaps merely provactive, but it is

interesting-and't stable,
-

, 0

If one considers that current regulation's plaY,bavoc in desegregated.sehool
districts so,that money is allocated tO schools because of tha poor kids
who live nearby but go to 'school elsewhere,, if. one considers that a poor child

whd car't read tut liVes on the east side'df:the street, may be denied services
because, manncshildren who are also' poor but can read live on the wSt side

of the street, hen it is not an unreasonable hypothesis.' We social scientists
call itthe ecolog4cal 'fallacy. ,,. . E

Educational eqeity has been much discussed in recent years. Traditional research
. -

on the issue, can be characterized as following two hpdroaches, the'accounting,
approadh.and the Coleman approach.. sOoth Suffer from elactly the same problem- -
they don't deal twith teaching, with proces4mith implementation, with service
delivery, with,'What actually gets. to kids(' They don't deal with the organiza-
tional constraints or the del-ivery of equal educational opportunity. The

accounting approach defines equity in terms/of inputs--the distributiOn of goods .

and services. *The Coleman approach (.named after Jamei.Coleman)defines equity,
in terms of outputs'--the achievement-test outcomes of education. Both in

their worst formS.are black box)Approathes. The fact is that the cancer-0,0f
educators and educational researners alike is with the educational Process.,
The procaairequires'ihputs Of resources, and it must he judged in terms of
outcomes; but to fqcus on either or to assume one. imOly produces'the other
is a mistake.° We have taken care Co void that mistake. Only time.will tell "

if we have succeeded,

Background and Objectives

Title I has teceived much criiicismTarticulafly in the areas of program -

administration, stildent selection, a dservicedelivery. In an attempUto
Ogress these, Congress authorized the Natiodal Institute of Education `(NIE)
to conduct a majOr study of compensatory educatilin. NIE drafted a:din tork
a comprehensi4 set research projects. The Study of Demonstration Title I.

Compensatory Educati& Projects, one of this set of'research projects, deals

I
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with.the effects of using educational need rather than ecqnomic need as the,
basis for distributing Title services. Sixteen oval Education,Agencies
contracted withNIE during the.1975-76' school 'ye to devise plans for
implementing Title I'Vrograms based on aneduc opal definition of need.'
Thbse plansaccepted by NIE will be implemented during, the 1976-77 and 1977 -78
school years. 4

a

The research portion of the Demonstration. Projects is being, conducted by Abt N

Associates Inc. (AAI). This research, will compare the dittribution of instruc-
tional and other educational services during -the 1975-1976 school year, under
the current federal regulation's, with the distribution during the 1976-1977
and 1977-1978 school years, with federal regulations waived. provide
the basic analysis for possible modifications in the Elementa6band Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 With regard to allocation policy: eligibility
criteria policy and distribUtive policy.

4

The definition of the study within-the set of .studies planned. by NIE, and the
districts' Demonstration plans have led to the establihment of five maj.or,
research objectives. They are presented, below in order of priority.

1. TosestiMate and analyze the distribution. of services received by,
students. To achieve this objective a log's completed by teachers
r a sample of students for entire sample days. 'This log will pro-

vide data on the full range of instructional services received by
different types,of students: 'Title I. versus non-Title I students,

. studen'ts from varying socio-economic and ethnic background
,

and
students of varying achievement levels.

e

2. TO estimate and analyze the distribution of aervices delivered
- across types of schools/and types of students. To achieve this

objective questionnaires are completed by prncias and teachers.
These questionnaires focus on changes in programmatic conteptand
strategies, as well ai distributional changes. I

3. To estimate and analyz6 community reaction to the Title.I programs
and the Demonstration. To achieve this objecti;e interviews'are
conducted with parents of Title I.children and members of Rarer&

. Advisory,Councils.

A. To estimate and analyze the cots or savings associated with the
altered 'allocation and elgibilitypolicies. 4

-

5. To gather descrifitive information on the possible achievement
outcomes of the Demonstrations.

Given the research questions enumerated above and the prelimitl'ary district
plans for the Demonstration, the sample, was designed to include four types
of schools:

1. Schools which received !itle I during 1975-1976 and which.were expected
to receive Title I during the implementation years of the Demonstration
(1936-1977 and 1977-1978).

2. Schools which did not re4ve Title I during1975-1976 but which were
expected to receive it during the implementation years of the Demonstration.



3. SchoOls which, did4not receive Title I 197571976 and which were not
expected to receive it during the course ofthe Demonstratidei.

; 4.: SChools whiCh received Title I during 1975-1976 but which were not
.expected to receive it during the'iMplementation years of the
Demonstration.

Ace schools hive been selected, all third,and- fairth grade classrooms within
thesessch6al.s are included in the sample. Two students (if possible, one,
Title and one non-Title I student) are randomly selected-froth these class-
rooms along with two alternates for each primary student. Alternates are
involved in the research only if the primary student moves, is sick during
thedata collection period, or is anaVailablefor some other-feason,

Because the.research*calls.for information on.the regular and, if appropriate,
Title I 4instruction in T9 ding and matheMatics delivered to these 'students,
teachers who provide this instruction are included in the sample. Because
the research cals for informationon the brqvization of the districts' .

schools, the services they Provide,' and the students they serve, all princi-
pals in the districts are asked to participate in the study. Finally, since
the research requires information about parent involvement in and reaction
to, the Demonspation,,selected parents and Title I Parent Advisory Council
members are a'sked4to participate in tht.research.

,Basic Analytic Model

The basic analytic podel underlying the TitleDemonstration Study co4sists
of groups of factors outlined in the objectives earlier and the links between
them that will'be analyzed in this research.

.The.process'leading from eligibility and distribution policy decisions to.4
program changes and, ultimately, to change,in the students served as segfhents
()tithe model.

Ws hope that at the end of this study, we can say what gets to kids as a
result of different allocation policies. The policies are the choice of the
districts participating. What gets to kids is for us to determine by focusing
on implementation and the process of serves delivery, If thesehorYes are
realized, wewill be readyto Say something about what is reasonable policy
and, more.importantly, what policy alternatives affect'kids.

7
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CALIFORNIA EVALUATION AND
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

William Bronson, State Director
Office-of Program Evaluation. Research
Califotnia Department of EduCation

° One of basic assumptions that evaluation is too important to leave to
the loca evaluator. We have to get data from the village watchman because '

that is wne we usually get it--the problem is that the village watchman just
puts down what he damned,well pleaies. What we need to do is train the watch-'
man

That is one of the features we have in our project--:because,the charge from.
ESEA Title IV, Part B, was to rarrse the skill at the local level in the area
of:program planning and evaluation dissemination. Until program evaluation
practices are accepted and implemented from the classroom level to the school
board level, there will be little change in programs madeas ayesult of
evaluation.

.

. .

If any of.you,read the Rand report on how decisions are made, I think you will
be very discouraged about, going into evaluation for decision- making purposes. ,

However, I think people need to learn how to make decisions based upon evalua-.
tion of data, and perhaps one of the reasons that they have not been using-ft
as adequately as they should have is that,it has not been presented in a form
that seems to themto be useful. Evalufitibh must be seen as something beneficial
to the'program and not as-an adds tonal task done for someone else. Evalua*-
tipn is gathering information and'doing assessments for, thOpurpose- of making
decisions--for the purpose of doing. something with the inforMation. Assess- ,

ment is merely looking, measuring, and seeing exactly what something-is. Wehave asState assessment program, but it is not an evaluatioh program. We are
trying to tell the local districts it isn't enough. What you flied to do is
develop for yourselves an evalvation program which will give you the informa-
tion youAgeed in order to-make decisions, in order to improve your program.
We mdst,Wriove evaluation from the realm of mystery and intrigue, take it out
of higher statistics, and present it as a, useful tool forliicy-makers 'and
decision-makers.

,
\,,,......

.,A
I'd like to differentiate here between evaluation information and experimental
research design. Evaluation information is secured from whatever or whoever
can be helpful to me as I make a decision--the classroom teacher, the principal,
etc. I'm not looking for ultimate proof. I am not looking for an' experimental-
research design Which is aimed at ultimate truth. The level of generalizatioh
makes a difference. If I know this inforMation is going to be helpful 'to me,
that's all I need. If I'M going to make some other, wider. generatiz4tions; liken.
I have to be much more sure of .what'I am talking about in terms of reriaAflity:
validity, and all the rest.* Then the purpose is quite different. We need .to ideAtify very clearly the purpose for which we are doing an evaluation.
/T we don4t, then wit are going tlb be criticized on the basis of experimental
research design when perhaps that is not what we, were sin/ending. I was-very happy

a
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toheartr. CaladarCi comment that unreliable information was not immoral.
Unreliable tests are acceptable when they offer information that is useful, .

JUst.because a test does not come up to the goals or reliability standards,
it still may be very helpful in finding out specific things. The use needles

to be identified and accepted for what it is and not extrapolated into some-
thing itis not. I direct my remarks here really at program, managers and
teachers. < .

Long -ran interests are going to be best served when professional evalua ors
are ableITO secure appropriate, timely, accurate information that the policy

and decision-makers can understand.and trust. But many evaluatiOn reports
are automatically suspect when they come out of State departments.' Until e

cab communicate in such a manner that can be understood and believed, then we
11* might as well be doing something else. And in order to secure this timel

and accurate information, we need to go back to the village watchman level,
to the local level.

Gathering information at the local level is very diffictati Perhaps the
professional'evaluator plays a role as an interpreter between the 'classroom
teacher and the. decision-make. In a sense, he needs to be bilingual. He

needs to talk the larlguage of the teacher--the level at which the information
is cpllected-'-and he needs to talk the language of the decision-maker. The

persron who is going to write the reports forhe decision-maker'from the infor-
matidn gathered in the classroom is going o have to understand each of these
languages sufficiently well to pick pp meee ounces of difference.

The federal evaluator is very important in this role, and we-are trying to
enhance his role as we conduct our workshops. As you well know, itis not
going to be possible to develop successful evaluators in a short tithe. Much
training must go into it. We offer a three-day workshop', but if you can turn
out a statistician or an evaluator in three days, I wouldlikto know about
jt. We have not been able to do that so far'in-California. What we think we
are doing is taking program managers, planners and administrators who have
skills in these areas, and we're trying to sensitize them to the problems of
evaluation so that when they see them in their process of planning curriculum,
they, recognize them as problems of evaluators. They are ribt scared away from
them, and they at least know how to handle ,them-or when to ask for help. That

really is the essence of our training program.

The structure of our workshop is, such that weare dealing phmarily with small
districts. The larger districts are just beginning to come to the workshops.
When ESEA, Title IV, was first-inaugurated, itsobjective was.to raise skills
at the local level in the area of planning..evaluation, .and,diseminatioo.
We began with the atsumption that the money would dry up eventually., When
it dried up, we wanted to-leave a residue of expertise around the State that -

would still be available to help.

We went to our county offices of education first. They have been in business
for some time and will probably be in existence long after the funding of our
project. If we could train these People-to continue our,work, they would then
be able to,work_with the district and Mild train another cadre of people to
work at the level of the local district. We identified eight ccitnty offices
and designated two of these as development centers--the other six became
satmlilite centers. The primary role ofthe development centers was to develop

A
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tNractual workshop itself. The primary emphasis of the satellite center was
on the dissemination, the actual conducting of workshops. The'State's role was
coordination. /

Let me teltyou just a little bit about the development centers and the people
who were played as directors. We said to the county superintendents, "Get
us peopl who know their constituents, who can talk to the people and ar

\;

respec d., We rApily don't care about their evaluation skillS%" As a r sult
we go people in there who were oriented toward administration, towards curricu-

t . lum, toward planni g--mostly curriculum and planning--and this was the grOup
that developed ttfe material. They decided what they needed; then they wdht
to the:professional evaluators and said, "Hey, how does this sound? Does this

//framework contain .anything that could possibly be subsumed under the total area
of evaluation?" Consequently, each of .these centers is a separate unit. Some

. were,developed in the north and some in the south. Although our format is not
completely identical, we have set up a coordinated' planning system. Each unit
is an entity in itself; however, each needs to be a part of the whole.l

I

.

You can'enter our total plan at any point and move in
\

'any direction to cover \

the entirg(cont6t. If a person come in to you,and says, "Hey, I. want a test
. for this you don't say, 'I'm sorry, ke can't give you a test until you go
back there becaOse that's where our project starts." We have to be able to
respond to the need and say, "Testing is only part of the picture. Here`
is the rest of the picture.. Here is what you're asking for." Then we move in
those d'rec ons and'show them there is more to evaluation than testing, more
to evalua on-than writing reports, more than statistical analysis, more tha'n
needs assessment... It is the.sum total of all .of these things. Until you.get /
all of these elements, you are not going to have an evaluation program. Here 's
is where you are. Now Lam going to help-you with this,

.

in our workshops we started out with three basic -steps: plan, conduct, and use.
- Well, that is simple enough. I think that all people can see that.you have to
plan it, yotqlave to conduct it, and you should be able to use it. What does
the plan consist of? Well, you baye to determine the evaluation purpose and
requirements: Why are you doing this? If you understand why you are doing
it, it is much more clear what you have to do. If you are evaluating merely
to fulfill federal 4iir:State requirements, it's very simple what you have to
do. If you are evaqating for public relations purposes,* that,restricts what
you need to do. If you are evaluating to improve programs, you have a different
focus.

These kinds of determinatiOns are very imOortant as you look at our program
planning. You can.'t really separate program planning and program evaluation.
When you look at it in this light, should we use this kind of a format for sec-
ondary education reforms?' The planning requirements-are there, and they are
there quite specifically. 'Once you find out what you are doing it for, then
you determine an evaluation plan and procedures. You have to obtain your
assessment tools, you have to log the data, you have tc analyze the data,. you
have to report results, and then hopefully you ShOuld apply the findings be7
cause if there no application of the findings, then you shbuldh't have

,

gotten that far in the first place.
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SUSTAINING EFFECTS OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION
ON COGNITIVE GROWTH--A NATIONAL STUDY

'1P

-by
#SAW

-Dr. taunor Carter, Project Director
/.

System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California

Congress a ked-Ahe,Office of Education some time ago to find out the answers to
a number of .,questions plaguing them with regard to Title I. Congress. said, in

effect; "He , loOk. We've been appropriating a billion and one-halfto two'
billion dol ars ayear for:Title I and'the evaluation studies so far tend to
be somewhatomewhat iscon4erting. There Just isn't a great deal Of eVIdence that the
riile I. pr6g ams have been terribly effective in'picking up the disadvantaged
children." o'Congress 'askedO.E. to do a defending study to tell them how
effeCtive Ti le I really, is. Secondly, Congress said; "We want to know whether.
Titre I funds are being properly distributed--whether they should be based upon
economic disadvantagem nt or whether they should be based upon educational
disadvantagement: g e that-problem for us also." So, these are two of

the majot thing' t System Development Corporation is attempting to do.
qtween ourselves and theOffice of Education we have tried to formulate a
number of policy questions whi h we hope will be answered by this particular
study. r.

These are some of the-different policy questions we are trying to.answer.
First are some descriptive questions. For the country as a whole, what is the

nature of compensatory education? What are the things that are being done in

classrooms that are called "compensatory "? Second, who receives what kind of
compensatory education? We know what the regulations say about who should
receive it, but who, in fact, receives it?. What -kind pf children are they?

What are their educational needs? What 'kind of economic disadvantagement do

they have? What kind of racial or ethnic composition do they have? Questions

of that nature.

Third, how can one improve the effectiveness of compensatory education? We Ore

going to be studying many different kinds of compensatory education, and hope-
fully, at the end of the study we will lie,ablp to say these kinds of'prOgrams
seem to be more effeCtiVe than other kinds of programs. Fourth, what effect

does the receipt of compensatory education have on educational growth? This is

a question of--if the child starts out at grade one at a disadvantage, what is

the growth frOm grade one to grade tw, to grade three,'or to grade four, and

so on? Is there a quick catching-up tha'tlis held, or does it falloff? How

does that relate to the different kinds of students that'are receiving the
-

programs.?

Fifth,, what is the optimum duration of compensatory programs? Some people

argue that'you ought to have your compensatory' programs quite early in
'first or second grade; others say compensation ought to occur later. Where

should you compensate if you have a limited amount of money? Sixth, what

happens when student programs are discontinued? If a student happens to be in
a compensatory program under Title I and then advances to a certain revel of
achievement, he may be ineligible for the program. What happens when he no

longer gets the program? Does he fall back down again, or not?
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Seventh, at what grade level do compensatory progr ms seem to be most effec-
tive? Eighth, how do home and local circumstance affect the child? Do the
intellectual.; school-oriented characteristics of he home, teem to have an
ef-Wt,on the and how? Finally, what seemTolEe.the influence_of summer
school on the achievement growth of the child. -F r some children summer school
or the lack of summer school serves to be a depressant; for others it seems to,
pick them up. So; those are the policy questions that hopefully, at the end
of this stu00..Vgal44,41e,..to-say-something quite definitive about. As a
result of what we are able to say, we believe that Congress will change the, t'N,
Title 1.1aWs. From a broad educational point of view, then, this could be a
very important study.

1

Now, what is the overall design of this study? We shall address these nine
policy issues that I have'just deScribed and,we shall define'the kind of popu-
lation in schools we are going to investigate. The schools will consist of
three or four different kinds. ,Our first study will be longitudinal; that is,'
we shall follow over seerel years the students in 251 schools, but not the
schools and not the classrooms. These 1 schools have been selected in such a'
way that we are quite confident they ark a truly representative sample of all
the schools in the United States. We are going to follow all,of the students
in the school, aotjust the Title I students, not State program students, but
all the students, whether they are disadvantaged or not, because we want toget
a comparison between the, disadvantaged students and the other students. We are
,taking grades. one through six, but we are going to tryto follow the students ,

as they 13ave the sixth grade and go into seventh, eighth, or.whatever, to See
what.hapfmns to them as they ;eave the elementary grades and perhaps the
Ti

.

In addition, there is a group of 30 schools where--as far as the records tell
us at llast--there is a high level of disadvantagement: These schools are in
poverty districts, but they have no compensatory programs or very low compensa-
tory programs. You might think under Title I regulations such a circumstance
would be impossible, but it appears that, indeed, there are such schools. So
we have identified 30 of them and these will also be a part of the longitudinal
study.

The sampling plan involves a selectiOn of these schools in terms of geography
(they are distributed throughout the country) and in terms of the size ofthe
LEA fromwhich the schoolcomes. We really wanted to get at school size, but
it turns out there is no national record Of secool size. There is no place you
cah.go and say, "Hey, what is the size of Emerson School?" You can go and,say,
"What is the 'size of this LEA?" So we had to get LEA size to substitute for
school size, and then develop a povy index, WeJlow have all 64,000 schools
in the country categorized by'the level of poverty of their LEA.

The instruments weare using, for students have to do with measures of.academic
achievement, measures of functional literacy, measures of attitude and self-
concepts. We are also collecting data On the school program. We are trying to
find out about the instructional programs offered-to these students, and the
characteristics of-the school personnel involved in rendering thest educational
services--the teachers, principals, etc.

Since we are going to follow each student we must identify hiM or her year
after year without ever knowing the student's-name. After all, these is a
privacy lawthe Buckley Amendment--which prevents us from using the student's

2



name.. All we know is the student's number. And that -means that the records
'and the match between the name and the number hdie.to stay at the school.
Conversely the school will nerver have access to'the individual data provided
by the teachers or the principal Or others because we retain that data.- In

order to follow the students individually, we're.making up packets for each one
'swthatipthe teacher Can fiTi out the test and instructional information about
every student. Everything is contained together in that one packet. At SDC
we haVe to mail these at the right times to. meet the school's schedule, which ,

may begin anywhere from as early as August 13 to as late as September 20.
These are,tome of the things we have doloduring ot.* initial planning year.

The second year, the year we are in right now, is our first operational year. 0-

teginning this fall, in the third week of the 410001 year, we will administer
the student test materials. They will be shipped back to Santa Monica where we
will score the materials very rapidly in .our own scoring facilities, and we
will return to.each school the achievement test results for each student so
that the. schools can use them for their own counseling or evaluation purposes.

. During the school year we will be collecting'information about the teacher, the
principal, and the program. In the spring we will re-administer the materials,-
and hopefully, start analyzing our data to see'what kind of academic rope we
have associated with each of the different programs and instructional feature
characteristics. - 4110

. .

rerViill do the same things,in the tecondand the third operational year, and if
Congress and God'are willing, in the fifth.and sixth Operational year--all the
time analyzing our dAta of course. In the seventh year we will. come ip with

the answers to ouinitial policy questions. We will try to answer these
questions as we go along within the overall design of the longitudinalfstudy.

lb'

.The .important of this study depend upon determining a truly national
representative sample. HoW do you get that? We sentlout a questionnAire to a
sub-sample ,5f 5,054 principals of those 64,000'schools which met our definition

of the kind of schools we'wanteol. We asked 13'different questions concerning
the siie of the school, the number of teachers, the poverty level in that
school, the ethnic rompOition in the ithoOl; the kinds of compensatory pro-
grams in the school.. We wanted that information so,we*could check against our
,base sample of 54,000, but also so we could check'oar ldngitudinal sample of

t 251,schools against the-bigger sample of 5;000. Over.% percent of the ques-

t tionnaires have been 'returned by now.:

Now the question is, how do you select'the schools from among this large I,

sample? Well, we took hese three criteria - - geography, LEA size, and poveity

index,-and Rfde.up a table with cells. We wanted a-school from'each of the ten

O.E. regions. We had three sizesdof LEA's--small, medium, and large,, believing

this dist ution would be sure to secure us a fair percentage of rural

Schools, medium s ls, urban schools, and some large city sdhools. estab-,

fish the'poverty index, we over-collected on hi, 1 1, overty.16e1 LEA's, and then
selected from some-medium-poverty levels; then, Worn the rest of the LEA's we
set up 90 cells, and took all the schools in the Country and putthem in those
90 cells,' and then drew randomly from the sefiools that fell intcthose cells.
That ought to have given us 27a'schools, but you will' notice we really had 251

because some cf 6ur cells towed out to be Zero. For example, in Region XkII

Ithere is no large LEA that has e high level of poyert/: In some placesplates therm

fare no rurll schools with high levels of poverty. ;IN characteristics 'of
schools weFe fed.into the computer which generated the numbers. The schoWs

J ,
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selected have been generally very cooperative. Of the 251 schools th'at we

(
identified, only 1'S declined to participate, and of course we just took the
next pool on the cell.

Now, what about instruments? On the achievement tests we,are giving a part of
the reading section and a part of the math section bf the ,Corivrehensive Test
for Basic Skills. For our purposes, that was the best instrument of all the
instruments published. Actually three or four of.them were almost the same,
but we could get from the CTB&'.test publishers information on the ethnic
composition of the norming groups, and we could do a deep biasing study on the
individual items for that test better than we could for sore of the others.

As you Know, there has been much criticism of achievement tests. To measure,
achievement, other than by the formal achievement test, we hadwa panel advise
us on functional literacy tests appropriate for second, third, and fourth
graders. It turns'o6t4that there are no such tests; so we have devised a 9
functional literacy test which the students, at least, think is great. It has
good psychometric characteristics. Unfortunately it correlates too highly with
the achievement test. ,After all, if you -are going to be measuring reading as
the kids actually use it out in their everyday play activities, or their work
activities, or arithmetic, it is going to be generally the same sort of arith-
metic and reading that they have in the achievement test. But it is within the
4context of the playground, of the soda parlor, of the kitchen- -how you make
Bisquick pancakes and things like that.

We also have a survey of attitudes toward math, of attitudes-toward reading, of
attitudes toward the school and toward the self as a student. It is-partially
a standard survey published by'a psychological corporation and partially an

. instrument which we developed ourselves. Those are the instruments we 'are
Aging to be giving to the students, and we think they are pretty good instru-

ts. -The pretest showed that they worked well. ,

Tile next one, for student participation and activities, is the weakest part of
our study. That particular instrument is supposed to figure out for each
student how much reading and what kind of reading instruction or math,instruc-
tion that student -was exposed to throughout the year. Four 'times throughout
the year we are asking the teacher to fill out this information for each
student. _ In a typical week, how many hours of reading, how many hours of math
instruction do the students have and how was it given? tWas it the teacher
dealing'with the whole class, was it a teacher aide working with.pat particu-

st4dent, was it pull-out instruction, was it a high intensity language lab--
/what was it? Hopbfully, we will find out student by student what kind of
instruction in math and in reading they did get. In the pretestthat instru-
ment worked very well in some of our schools, but in some of the schools it was
not a satisfactory instrument because it seems that in some of the schools in 4
the country, the teachers in the elementary grades have great_ difficulty read-
ing. We've revised the instrument extensively, and we're trying it out again.
As'we'get the ,results, We may devise- another instrument because that,is a Very
important part of the study.

40
We're,asking the teacher to fill out something about the student's background,
the nature of. the home they come from, whether they went to. a different school
before they entered this school, sex, etc. We are-trying to find out from each '

student what they did last summer, We want.to know if they went to summer
school: 'Did they go-to a cami#.did they just 'stay at home,- did they Work' in'

, I
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the field, what did they do during the summer? Then we're completing a compen-

satory education log for each student. Are they sup orted by Title I or some

other title or State education funds or special di r ct funds?

We're also collecting information about the ature of the school', sta4, the

size of the school , the location of the school, the amount of funds going to

the school, things of that nature. The principal questionnaire has demographic.

information on the principal, but more importantly the principal' s attitude'
toward discipline, toward relations with his teachers, toward freedom to be
flexible in their teaching, etc. For the teacher, in general , we are asking

the same questions: demographic information, educational philosophy, proce-
dures--what kinds of activities are preferred, how math andreading are handled..

For program characteristics we are.tryinrto identify what each of the compensa-
tory programs strive for, what they consist of: We want to know if they have

any other means of assessing what actual ly transpired during the period of
compensatory instruction? Is there any defined objectiVe?'

When we started our study, we wanted to be sure that we had in our sample some
schools that offered what were thought to` e the best compensatory programs in
the country. 'We sought a contrast. We asked State departments of *cation,
the Office of Education, and various consultants to nominate schools that they
thought had exceptionally good programs. From- the 250 schools nominated, a

panel we selected weeded that down to about 80 schools which We 'then visited to

try 'to verify whatnd of program they had. We now have 45 schools that

-appear to have different; successful compensatory programs. These will be'

tre,ated.ojust as any other part of the sample from the point of view of 'data
collection,*but they were not randomly selectec -they were purposely selected.
Some of them are not Title I schools. Some of them are in very affluent school

districts. This se ection confuses people who think ours is a ,Title I study.

Well, yes, it is;-but it also has a lot of other. little handles on 'it. So, now

we have in our sample 326 -schools, and aboUt 1204000 students.

Another part of the "study is cost-effectiveness. We have svt5-contracted with

RNC to do a cost effectiveness study on the compensatory programs. We will be

collecting at the classroorclevel information about the resources that are used
in that classroom and Nhat the student, gets from our participastion' law. We are

going to try 'to relate the amount of resources used for instruction to the

progress made by the students.

We have also sub-contracted with' DECIMA,..a survey research organization in Santa
Ana, to seek an answer to that question which Congress asked - -what is the rela-
tionship, between education di sadvantagement and economic di sadvantagement? We

A want to. know what the correlation between these two is and whether to advise a
change 'from economic ..to educational di sadvantagement in the,a1 location of fun,

What influence will that have on the distribution of funds to the States? Ts a

politician, this is a very important questicin. DECIMA will be going to 15,00

households of the students involved in the study, the homes cf,approximatelly "1

. students from each school trying to find out three different kinds of info ration.

What is the income and economic level in that home? What'is the ,intelle ual cli-

mate of the home? What is the parents' attitude toward 'school?

As you can see this is a big and complex study, and because such survey ar

often criticized for getting s.uperfi-cial data , we will conduct a verification

study by .using semi-structured techniques for two Weeks at each' of these schools.

Hopefully, we will then be able to- describe those programs and comminicafe them

to the education community.

2c.
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"NEWS FROM THE POTOMAC"

by

Harry Phillips, Legislative Liaison
U.. S. Office of Education

it

The educational Measures undergoing deliberation during this 'session of\Cengress
deal. primarily with higher education and vocational education. All appropria-
tions for FY '77 are under discussion right now. The likelihood of a veto is
strong because just the edikational section alone of the HEW appropriation is
about three-quarters,of aibillion dollars above the Presidential request. 4
Generally Congress wishes'to dispense with the measures now before it in order'
to take a thorough look at future alternative roles for the federal governMent.
In my judgment the next Ongress will be seriously deliberating upon a new,role
in education. Changes will be made ,4n the priority of support for education,
and Congress will consider majtrialternatives to the current method of allocat-
ing federal resources. The,categorical grants-in-aid approach has burgeoned
into more than the educational.comMunity can cope with. Consequently, there
will be some fundamental shifts in the national policy on education,.

We skill have Many problems to work.out in relation to the fisdiT year begin-
ning date shift from July 1 to October 1. All of the dates for the submission
of.p'rogram reports and fiscal reports;have now been changed. In some instances
State educational agencies may need to keep dual sets of fiscal accounts and
make dual program accounting arrangements until the transition smooths out a
year from now. The change becomes critical in a few instances in which report
dates alter ingredients of formulas. In the vocational leducational legislation,
in the Title I legislation, and Indirectly in the Emergency School Aid Act-

annual per pupil expenditures of the State and,local resources
become a factor in interpreting how much money flows out to local school systems
or to the State. If you, change a fiscal year from July 1-June 30 to October 1-
September 30, you have some basic terminology ,to redefine or some' basic account,.
ing adjustments to make in terms of a record-keeping system that generates
annual per pupil expend.ritures. We hope that this data can continue to be
collected and maintained on.Jvly1-June 30 -basis rather. than changing the
statistics to conform, to the new fiscal year., Under the'FY shift, recording of
program data maybecome more complex, but retaining the ol,d fiscal year colled-
tion period is preferable to changing thedefinition of basic data items.

Other. Items of current interest are -the educational authorizing bills that are
now before the Congress. In vocational legislation there are considerable'
variations between the House bill and the-Senate bill. Both bills enhance the
future of vocational edudation, but the way the two Houses envisionythat future
differs-considerably,. The greatest difference is in the way vocational educa-
tion should be governed at the State level. The Mouse projects a continuation
of the current. governance pattern. In Some States the decision-making body is
the State Board of Education, and in some States, it is the State Board for
Vocational Education. But, the,House has enlarged the role of that State board
by asking that its membership be broadened and that it contact a wider=ranging
group of people for consultation.

,

The Senate version would upset the existing State,arrangement considerably by
introducing a new planning commission for vocational educlion--4 commission

.
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that would approve the way a State decides to allocate and utilize its vocation-

al education resources that are FederaTly appropriated. The commission Would

not be the State Advisory Council on vocational education either; it wougpi bean

entirely new State Planning Commission. This substantial change is highly-con-

troversial. Howe it will be( resolved is unpredictable at the moment; however,

most of the discussants I hear oppOse the Senate version in favor of the House

version. ,

The House version of the vocational education bill contains considerable consol-

idation; the Senate version is a continuation of the existjnq vocational legis-

lation.. The Senate bill also contains anextensn of the higher education

authorities currently in operation, but the House bill does not contain that.

Some of these item's are a bit'controversial. In addition, the-President has

conceived an anti-busing piece of legislation that may be introduced and be

superimposed on the Senate version as itcomes to the floor. With the hurriea` N

schegvle Congress is now-in during an election year, plus the fact that the

Senite is caught up right at the moment on an extensive tax refo bill, we ma

get very fast decision-making andcompromising on ton-i-s'legislati n.

.The next few months are going to le very busy for this Congress. The educa-

tional decisions they make will be vitally important. There are a few pieces

of fringe-arealegislation that State educational.agency personn I--- should be

alert to because there may be ajew benefits for education. One is a bill that

the Senate passed over the President's veto. This bill has to do with the

public works jobs. The potentialeducational benefits are that the bill will

allow the refurbishing, the rebuilding, or the revamping of public institutions

that were, in the first place, built in part with federal resources;:anerthat.

provision applies to an array 9f educational buildings.

,The CETA legislation--the Comprehensive Employment Training Act--is up.for re-

authorization, and will be enacted. The new CETA bill may have expanded author-

ity in it. Another bill, the general .revenue sharing bill, will be renewed

sometime between now and December 31.' The former version of that bill prohib-

ited using more than half of the funding that goes to local levels for purposes

of education. That prohibition will probably be removed from the new bill.

1'
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. A DISCREPANCY-BASED PLANNING, MODEL
USED,IN NEVADA'

by

James Kiley

Several years-ago in the State of Nevada the Governor commissioned 'a study on
educational accountability. People in communities all around the State had an
opportunity to present their views on education--their likes and dislikes,
aspirations and hopes, etc. The final report consolidated the attitudes of
teachers, administrators, parents,,interested citizens, and studerfts. The
legislature then took that reportland asked the.Depirtment of Education to work
with the school districts in implementing some of the recommendations and to
report back to the legislature for the succeeding-two years the progress that.
had been made in the State..

Given that ditective, we developed a comprehensive planning system model which
we call a discrepancy-based model. The model' takes into consideration three
different elements in the needs assessment: student needs; bstudent performance
program or process variables in educatioh; and societal expectations in educa-
tion. First we establish process objec*;ves or program objectives, student
performance objectives, and educational goals as perceived or translated by the

'society. Then we attempt to-measure the' present-status against those state-
ments of expectation'. By.comparing the difference between expectation and
present status, we identify educational needs.

The complete model" is conceptualized as a wheel because planning isn't sequen
tial or linear; it seems to.be circular with all the parts interrelated. Eval
uation is related to every segment of that wheel. In going through the' plannin
process, one is continuously involved in feedback, adjustment, and evaluation.
The model is bAsed upon what we call process ob4ectives and performance objec-
tives. The performance objectives indicate changes of behavior on the part of
learners; and teachers.or administrators can be learners as well as students.

The strategy that,we used to incorporate this comprehensive planning system
into aIlthe federal programs administered by the department was to ask dis-

. tricts to complete a needs assessment based upon the model, and to follow the
steps and the comprehensive planning process as. they developed a proposal and
reported against it. We developed application and reporting forms that were
consistent with the model. If they were interested in the planning model, we

ed them to allow us to field test the model in one, or NO, or three of the
sch stand to give us one full day with their teachers to help get the prdj-
ect started. We informed each district super-ntendent'of the ground rules. We
emphasized that nothing was being forced on th , if they didn't want to do it,
they didn'thee to, and no one'would feel bad out it. We asked them to talk

. to their building principals, and if they were i terested in having their staff
participate in the plan, fine; but if they were not, we would go right on down
the road.

We did ask the district to Make a commitment. If they wanted to participate,
they had to free their administrative staff and their teachers for a full day
so that we could meet with them during school time tlo describe the process-to

1
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them. Although We would provide. the technical assistance to them throughout
the field,test of the planning system, the district could back out at any time.

.

he teachers got together and established performance objectives for youngsters.
e gave them four different sets of materials to look at that were really pro- '

am structures or hierarchies of,skills and concepts which had been develope
-by other,; but we didn't pressure them to adopt any particul r:System. We let
them identify the hierarchies of skills and concepts they'fel were best repre- t
sentative of their instructional program, After a month or tw we would return
to discuss and critique what they had put together, working toward the develop- .

ment of an instructional management system in reading and arithmetic that reallyt
. became for them a new pupil-monitoring system and a new pupil-oting system.

When we first met with the teachers they were confused and upset about having
to become involved in the project, but when they started talking to one another
and found out that some of them really did'not know how to teach reading, that

.1 they did not know the discrete skills and concepts that some of their colleagues
pursued in the teaching of reading; then they began to get interested in the
entire process. We encouraged discussions among teachers at the same grade
level and at different grade levels. We asked them to tut'adross grades'. We
tried to practice what we were preaching.. When we met with the teachers,. we
would set specific objectives to be net by the next time we returned.

. ,

.As we tried to get tAchers to look at skills and concepts and how youngsters
demonstrate these skills and concepts, one interesting outcome was that teachers
began to get a Netter appreciation of evaluation. .Not only did they warrt(to
know whether Johnny or- Mary had mastered a skill,,but also whether or not heir

. .colleagues were doing a good job in measuring those same skills. Now they are
getting interested in putting together their own homemade CRT.

The instruments are not completely sophisticated, of course, but the'teachers
.are able to talk about what they want the ypungster to do. They are able to
think about what kind of setting they can.ereate to let the.youngster demon-
strate that'skill. Anoiswe aie bringing in consultants from larger school
districts or from private corporations to expose the teachers 4.0 more sophisti-
cated strategies and procedures that they can'adopt as part pfltheir instruc-
tional management-system. Presently we are not moving as fast ak they would
like us to. .

-...,

...--

The Department of Education is conducting statewide evaluations through con-
tracts.that we award to outside agencies to perforM different tasks for us.
Last year-, we awarded a needs assessment contract for a .right -to -read project
to three outside agencies. We were able to involve three agencies because t4 ,

model for needs assessment isclear enough so that we can communicate among
'contracting agencies and.don't have to depend upon one agency to complete the
entire needs assessment. We asked,the contractors to measure student perfor-
mance ih reading at the third, fifth, seventhvtwelfth grade levels and.at
young adult levels in the State of Nevada to attempt to define for us functional
literacy and give us some standard that we aright IR able' to use in discussing
functional literacy with our constituents in the State. Then we wanted to look
at process variables and requested one, contracting firm to visit the exemplary
reading prograMs in the,State of Nevada and identify for us tile various instruc-
tional components of those exemplary reading programs. Finally we tried to find
out how.well prepared our teachets are-=what kind of training and experience do
the teachers who work in these exemplary reading programs have. We have tried
to evaluate both process and student performance this past year through a_ .

discrepancy-based model.which has proved effective: .
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ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN NEVADA

05/

John Madson

IrrNevada, we,have a Statewide plann4ig'system forr setting up vocational educa-

.

tion-programs. The system inCorporates five major categories: needs and oppor-
tunity information, planning, student services, instruction, and educational
accountability: Within each one of these,categories are 12 functions. Every
application or every local plan--whether the district is starting a new program
or is renewing on an annual basis an existing program --mush address each function.

In order to proyide the best vocational education program, planners must first
determine what the community needs Ore. Without a needs assessment as a founda-
tion, the planning can be haphazard, In addition, providing the community an
opportunity to participate in an assessment brings about positive community
reaction and support: The needs assessment acts as.a barometer. If students
are not getting jobs because they are poorly prepared or b6cause they are trained
for jobs which are not available, then the whole purpose of vocational education
is questioned.

-To avoid the many-pitfall§in planning and administering various programt and
to keep abreast of community needs, I believe that the, assesSMent.model which
we put together for use by the local education agencies provides'the kind 9f
information needed for planning and implementing the yariout programi. A OW
needs assessment model should define the systematic prOcess which describes what
is and what ought .to -be. The process entails population,;analysis,':tob market
analysis, job performance analysis, and identificatimpof resources available.
Horn an assessment of these areas, the priorities.of the;program are dOveloped
by'each agency.

Because teachers must implement programs, their experience, ability, interest,
and needs must also be taken into consideration. In Nevada, once a year teachers
are asked to complete a questionnaire which gives input into the program planning.
This information also provides a barometer for inservice training.

An assessment of the general population requires information about how many peoliple
live in the area to be served, what is the age breakdown, what is the female-
male breakdown, what percentage representt minorities, disadvantaged, handicapped,
what are the housing characteristics, what is the level.of education, what
percentage ofthe population is bilingual, etc. Much of this information is
available,ln various census studies, but the idea is to summarize the information
and make it readily'available. ,

Because the jeI market is constantly changing, the local administrator has to
keep his finger on the pulse of the employment situation; and this can best be
accomplished through,a 'job market analysis. Specifically, the job market
analysis is designed to answer the question, "How many and what kinds of jobs
should students be training for ?." In spite of the relative mobility of people,

'a great many students stay in their local community, and work and live there;
Simple job market analysis of the-district is extremely important.
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. Theh we consider the area,,whether it isrural or-metropolitan. The type of
areeis especially significant in planning community college'Or continuing
programs. We also take a look at the State and national employment needs. ,
State and national priority items, such as solar energy and air purification,
are important factors in the planning of vodational education programs. Then
we consider the job performance analysis. Ihe'job performance analysis is
probably the most important element in the entire planning model. If the
students are not trained in the proper competencies, they will be unable to
get the jobs for which they are being trained. The job analysis addresses these
questions: Are the tasks required by the employers identifiable components in
the vocational education program? Have existing students or ex-students obtained
the sequence. of skills necessary to enter the job, and to what degree have they
achieved these skills? Is there ari appropriate committee of teachers, adminis-
trators and advisory members--citizens and studentsto review and update those
skills needed'in the occupation? Is this procedure carried out on a routine,
regular basis?

A job performance analysis also covers existing programs to see if they are i

mAeting the needs of,people within the district. By reviewing'annually the
national definition of the particular occupation or job, and collecting data
from employers regarding the required competenciei to perform the job, the
analyst can find out which competencies should be incorporated into the program.

Nevada is moving rapidly toward competency-based education, particularly in
vocational education". We will no longer graduate studentsor give them passing

1 grades if they are not competent in thebasic skills of the occupation for which
they are being trained. We have a form to obtain information concerning com-
petencies from various employers. We interview target groups of students*to
see that the skills they have learned compare with theskills that the employer
requires: Finally, we do a follow-up study, tracing the'itudent after he
graduates.

The final, major category in the model is resource analysis. In this part we
identify the physical resources available. We also look at the federal, State,
and local finances that are available, and we make an effort to lookat the '
human resources available in communitiesvolunteer teachers.and aides and
speakers. We encourage interest through the use of local lay people on advisory
councils. We also consider the availability of the professional staff.

This, very briefly, constitutes the needs assessment model that we provide for
all the local school districts in Nevada.. When they start a new program, they
go into much more depth than-when they continue a program; but each year, the,.
administrators, the local vocational director, and the principal of the school
look at the,yocational education program and assess what the program is accom-
plishing and-'what it should be accomplishing.
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STATEWIDE EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN NEW-MEXICO

by

Alan Morgan

), .
.

The New Mexico Statewide evaluations consist of.several measurements including
a State-required standardized testing program and'a New Mexico objective-
reference test program. Five years ago we went to one-third of the school
districtt in the State of New Mexico and asked teachers, administrators, and
parents of students to help us write some basic cognitive-skin objectives.
From these we derived a set of objectives that appeared to be the most fre-
quently chosen objectives in the State. The end product of that survey was a
basic Cognitive-skill Objective Bank, which was,divided into the subject areas
of mathematics, science, soc41 studies and communication skills.

Then we returned to the school districts in the State and held ebjective-rating
workshops. In a forced concensus process, the participants were asked to make
a distinction between those skill objective.t whi h were of most concern and
those which were of least concern. After,the ool district had choten a set

il
ofinstructional objectives, it becWme.the res onsibi]ity of the State educa-
tion agency to develop tests for.those various schools,'based upon the objec-
tives they had selected, in order to allow a rural school district to choose
different kinds ofinstructional objectives from those of a large urban school
district.

Over the last several years we'have been lookingsat'what kinds of objectives
districts have chosen, and we hay% compiled and published these in a--document
entitled Trends and Priority Objectives as' Selected by:New Mexico School
Districts. Interestingly enough, although we have found some variation in the
kinds of objectives that are being selected, generally there is some uniformity
in theconcerns that people havall across' the State of New Mexico.

In addition, we analyzed objective selections in term§ of role types. for
example, did teachers choose different kinds c,f objectives than dieitudents,
or did students choo'se different kinds of objectives than did administrators,
etc. We found no statistically'significant difference in the kinds of objec-
tives that were being selected by each of those-role types. It would appear
that there is a great deal of commonality in the kinds of concern people have
throughout the New Mexico school districts.

WheneAr a district chose objectives, the State Department of Education chose a

`t6Trto measure those objectives and reported that information bkk to the-
school. The purpose of,doing so was to help reassure those who believed tests
developed in New York or California could in no way measure the kinds of prog-
ress or skills New Mexico children seem to have or do not have. What we were
doing is sampling more iterns in a certain domain--the division of two of three-
digit numbers--in the objective-based-test than.We Gould do in a standardized

AD test; and furthermore the standardized tests normally don't cover the same
41 areas, or at least'the same preciSe areas, as we could cover in the objective

based-iet. YQu won't find'toollUch about the various-cultures in New Mexico
in the CTBS, nor will you find out too much about career education. The CTBS (
is not sensitive to local change. The whole process of developing a test,
field testing with a subset of the population, revising that instrument,
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printing, packaging, and distributing is incredibly diffidult and complex. If

we could have done it)any other way, we Would no have gotten into the test
construction business because it is not something that amateurs do'very wel'.
We've termed these objective -based tests rather than criterion-reference tests
for the simple reason that we did not require-a student to net an objective by
completing X percentge of items correctly.

We also have dealt with regression analysis for the last four years, and we
report back to the scnools how they did as compared to some sort of a range of
expectancyas computed by the.State department-of education. We use three
factors to compute that expectancy as a pre-primary input factor to project some
sort of a range of performance of each school inthe State. ,We use previous
test performance, median family income, and student mobility. If the school
consistently scored below that expectancf, then the State department of educa-
tion would become more'involved with that school. So we are using the system
not only as a way to identify trends and priorip objectives but also as a way
to deploy staff of the department of education.

There are other facets of the Statewide evaluation program, including the
reporting.of college entrance test scores. Although these are not part of the
State-required testing program, we try to provide some information about whyjhe
scores change as they do.

When we first started the standardized testing program, teachers often didn't
get a chance to see the teacher's manuals that came with the tests--or if they
did, the manuals were handed out at the time the test was.given and taken up
immediately afterward. So we developed a New Mexico teacher's manual for the
New Mexico classroom teacher.: The manual deals with questions like, "Why are
we doing this? What d6 we get back? How can we use this information?" Any
teacher who gives a Statewide test gets the teacher's manual to keep.

Teachers are probably not too excited about having to give a test fronfwhich
they do not get back much information directly at the classroom level. Now
that the evaluation program is becoming more a responsibility of the local
school district, we assume that there can be.a much. better application for the
classroom teacher aFid maybe for the individual child than in the paft.

Five years ago, educators in New Mexico at almost any level--classroom teachers,
teachers' aides, administrators, superintendents of various school districts- -

were not really thinking very "objectively." Most of our program planning was
somewhat primitive in terms of the Minimum Standard for Public Schools in the
State of New Mexico, a State board document with which all schools have to
comply. The Minimum Standards essentially boil down to three statements: the
schtols are required to assess the needs of their students, to plan a.program
to meet those needs, and to evaluate that program. Minimum standards imply
some regulation of.schools and districts to insure "qualiity" education. What
is quality education?, What are those basic skills that every -kid should have?
We're,groping more with that problem than.we have in the past. With themove-
ment of the objective-based testing program to the local level, we are now,
considering a minimal-skills assessment program, although the State Board is
undecided on the question.of minimal skills or minimal competency testing.

In New Mexico fifty or more percent 'of the students are children who have an
ethnic background different fr9m the majority white community. In testing
programs there are no special exceptions for the bilingual child, exclusive of
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those that are set out in the regulations; that is, .if a 'student cannot deal
with the' English language, if that's not,his dominant language,-if he doesn't
understand the testing situation that he or she has been placed in, then the
student is not required to complete the test. General guidelines indicate that
students who are in the mainstream programs'are to take the tests at the grade
level as they are required. If the student cannotodeal with the testing situa-
tiom because of a linjistic variation, then we do not require the student to
participate.' Usually that doesm'r happen very often.

Unfortunately, even though we have had bilingual programs in New Mexico for a

considerable length of time, we still do not have an abundance of non-English
materials for a number of reasons.' There are .variations of dialects across the
State, and some of the Indian. languages are not inowfsitten form. Nine percent
of the population is Indian, which constitutes a fairly numerous group of
students. We have in recent years conducted only an informal evaluatibn, of
bilingual education programs in the State.

The needs assessment process that we went through for the entire educational
system began at the State -level and moved to the district level. When we
(started developing objectives and asking districts to make a decision about
which objectives were more:important, we were getting into the assessment ,

process. We've come to understand in the last couple of years that the process
needs to start at the grass roots level instead.

Because the new minimum standards, passed in.July of this past year, require
schools to assess student needs At the school level, we put together a process
guide for their use. They could use other kinds of models for needs assessment
but we simply wanted to provide some examples of some ofthe kinds of, instru-
men,ts that might be helpful. In essence this document offers a way a school
district can identify student needs, and that's' really our basic philosophy.
From that determination will evolve other kinds of needs--staff needs, prograM
needs,. facility needs, perhaps even policy needs.

Two years ago a State mandate required that-by 1977-78 every school district in
the State would offer a State-funded early childhood education program. 'It was
not a change of the compulsary school attendance law; we didn't say every kid
of a certain age had to be in the program. We simply said that every schbol.
had to offer a program different from kindergarten. Our intent was not to live
mashed-dowh first grade. A rather - rigid, 'classical instruction design wolld

not be appropriate for the five-year-old child. We wanted to emphasize social
and emotional growth more than intellectual or cognitive growth. We have also
prepared for schools a document dealing with the evaluation of early childhood
education programs.



EVALUATION EFFORTS IN THE STATE OF TEXAS- -
CAREER EDUCATION, DEVELOPING READING AND MATHEMATICS

OBJECTIVES, EVALUATING COMPENSATORY-EDUCATION

by
0

Dr.'Walter *ward
Carl Defibaugh

Edi'tor's Note.: Dr. Howard discUssed briefly Texas involvement in the develop-
ment of Essential Reading' and Mathematics Objectives and the Texas effort in the (
assessment of career education. Both of these efforts have-produced publications.
Essential Reading and*Mathematics Objectives is currently available from the
`Texas Education Agency, and the project report, Career Education Measurement
Series (CEMS), will be published shortly.

_

Mr. Defibaugh discussed the Annual Report ofPrograms for the Disadvantaged in
Texas (Title I Regular, Migrant, and State' Compensatory Education). He also
reviewed briefly the, following evaluation materials prepared by various school
districts and the Texas Education Agency:

From =Austin- Independent School District:

1974-1975 Fine' Report: Individuall, Guided 'Education (IGE) Program

T-9-74-73-TiFiT-Evaluation Report, ESEA

Tg7T-Tos-mal Report: Cook Elementary 5-S-Eb5OT-------

44 -75 PiWITReport:-.ESATI1 Pilot ProjiaWsist
Final'Tvaluation Report:ESAA- iTiTgqiuti..Mai Project, 1974-75
-MO- Evaluation Report:c ES AE Title VII Bilingual Project, 1974-75
School Based Planning-manuiT7IPO

From Dallas Independent Schodt District:

Measurement Profiles, 1975-1966
A Summary of the Major-MI-JIFF from "EVerybody Knows What Profit Is"
Abstracts of Research andi Eva-wall6T Reports, 1974 45 '

A Plan for thiUreWRI?earch; Evaluation, and Systems

Resources, fg7-5--76

From Fort Worth Independent School District:

Short Term Assessment of the Middle School Plan
-51I-51A-sessment dflhe Intensified Learnin Plan

Short=Term Desegregation Effects: The ca emic-A-C-Fievement of Bused

---Su aiFITs, 1971-72
1974-75: The-Eiiluation of Six Kindergarten Curricula t

Depertment of Research and Evaluation
AGFITIT1-soF-cri"rontintibus-Progress" and "Traditional"' t`' asses in Three-

, Middle SchFOls
Final -t port the Title;IVI. Part A: American Indian Needs Assessment

and ReferriI-WEgram, 1174:f97"
-Assessment of the UtflizaTiOniarlhe Time-Out Structures

25
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From Houston Independent School District:

The 80- Minute Period
ESAA Basic Program: Final Report, 1975-76
roTTemporary Learning Center Final RiFrt, 4975-76
Community High School Fi Report, 1975-76-7--
An Educational Program Audit for QIErMS Programs` Final 'Re ort, quly 1976
Addendum to Final tors r RiPiFfs, -MS, July 1976

at

From TexasEducation,Agency:

SeTfLEvaluation Guide for Local Districts for Vocational Education of
Handicapped "Students

The 6eveloppent of Evaluative Criteria-for Training the Handicapped:
A Summary of Project -Activif5r---

Guide to Protmsal Evaluation for Vocational Education of the Hand iEapped
Texaq Education Product Study: Digest of Einal Report '

A Model for Evaluatiing Programs in'VocatiodirEducation for the Handicapped
EvilTa-lion of Coadinata VocationallAcadeec Education TF-Texas
Evaluation of Career Education Projects in exas: Houston,PiTrandale,

and Fort Worth Independent School Districts
Spea-a71 Project-Career Education T-7Texas Education Agency

A !
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UTAH'S STATE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

by

:Daliid Nelson'

. .

',The 1975 Utah Statewide' Educational Assessment was developed and refined as a
joint effort of the Utah Stage Board of Education and the Institute for Behav-

S

-tanning. Dr. Day.. Nelson,

ioral,,Reearch in Crea "vity. The study was under the general direct ion of
Dr. Don K. Richards, A 'nistrative Assistant and 0i

.-

Specialist in Evaluati, , had specific 'responsibility for the project within the
State School Office. Dr. Robert L. Ellison directed the project for.the Insti-
tute for behavioral Research, in Creativity. . ,

The 1975 Utah Statewide Educat al Atsessment was ittah's first comprehensive
. educational assessment. This s tewide program of educational assessment was

condneted because"Utah educators are verY concerned with improving educational
-practice. Statewide assessment ione example of thelommitment of teachers
and administrators throughout the State, local school districts, and the Utah

411 State Board of Education and its staff to provide a quality education for each
student. within Utah'sepublic school-system.,

. .

.

. t/The study'was4 based on the goal; approved by, the State Course of Study Commit-
ee in the Fall,of 1972for public education in alah. AlOects of five of these
goals were:measured in the 1975'.Utah6Stafewide Educational Assess rent: :Intel-'

lectual Maturity, Emotional MaturitySoc111 Maturity, Aesthetic Maturity, and
hoductive Maturity.. The students tnjofflbnt of School was also assessed as it
waS"implioit in all of the Utah Educational Gdals. Besides measuring student

. outcome in these areas, the .study measured many factors which might inflOnce
- student aehievement,-including demographic characteristics such as socio-,

economic backraund, ethnic grouvmembership, and 'sex; al4111 as school clas-.
sifications, suck ds school size and location. Another extremely important
.part of the studOwaSktbe measurement of,key aspects of the e4qidtiohal process,
including Measures'ef tecAniqueS.and Strategies used by educatoTs to help Stu-
dents learn, for example, tlassroomrParticipatt5nompevelOpment-of Career ,

Talentrs, and Expeetatipns. 1 _ c
,.

,. . .. . .

The 1975 Statewide,Assessment Wort tnvblved the'tesfing of random Samples of
. both elementary' and-secondary schools. Over' 4:,000 5th grade students in 67.
"elementary schools and over -3,000 11th grade studenIsin 26 high schools took`
part in the study. , A

I

In the Intellectual .Maturifygoal area, Jitah students were superior n mathe-

.
lhatics apd science.achtevemelt, when compared to,anatiftal norm group. The

.

.

. Utah students were clearly outstanding in,Sciegfe'aChievement 4t UOth the 5th S
and 11th grade levers, but.the public schools should be encouraged to find ways

'-. of helping'all students-reach higher-levels of aateveMent in Methematics and
science. This is especially cruclal for students from lower socio-economic'
backgroudds. * . .

1 , .
.

.,
.

In tffe,Emotional "Maturity goal.aeea, Utah students had generally.high.levelsof ...

positi4 e01.4bent on each of, the scales in this study. The chfif-area of,
conceYn. was the loWer.leVel of Academic Self-Concept reported by tng.ilth grade /. i.

stydents when compared to 5th grade students. ,Thit swggests thatOrdifjc . .

-2141.



instructional strategies aimedat enhancing levels of Academic Self-Concept of
all students, with particular emphasis on secondary Students, should be:includ-
ed in the curriculum.

_
.

In the Social Maturitygoal area, fewer than 20 percent of the Ital.' students
op sample8 'at each grade level indicated they felt they were either. "a little weak"

or "rather poor" on a variety Of peer relations activities, Thus, the great
majority of students .at both grade levels indicated their .competence in dealing
with peer relations was at least "very good.11' :The results also indicated that
more opportunities f0' Utah students to engage in leadership experience are
ne

and of er group aoti ies.

Also needed red more opportunities to engage...in teamwork ,activities

In th Aesthetic Maturity-Oaf area, 11th grade students generally performed
at hi her levels, than the 5th grade 'stude'nts. However, performance was not -

'high, t either grade. leveL The State..S.chool Ofice Art and MuicaSpecialists,
wFo a isted in the construction of^these icaleS, that ideally the content
meapr d by these tests should be,masteed by stu cloi0 to the terMination
ofthe students' ementary school years. Much cou e done to enhancelstu-O
dent 8chieveMent ¶n both the.tisuar arts.and music, uch efforts might consifl
of several different specific strategies, including empiWs of pre-Sevice and
in-service training, innovative programS, :greater use orcuririculum guidesi etc.

.
-

.

.

In,the Productive Maturity goal if
''-_,*..

ea, the standardtzed Career Planning Knowl-
edge test shbwed that Utah 11th glade students scored about the same as the
nationalaverage. hmothei important-measure of,A studeet's Productive.Maturity
Was a scale called Independent Development. This,scafe..measured the extent to
which students participated in self- initiated learning activities,_whigh
increased their general competence. In, general, on.selected activities, Utah

.5th graders reported higher levels of independent `learning Tian did llth'-grade-
students. ,The'present'thrust in thf State in, the area of war education.
seems warranted in view of these results. *-Certainly, Utah stUlehtS couW,,

'z '

b.enefit frOal increasing familiarity with the nature of the world- of wc", as
Well As additional emphasis on actual j experience. Many ppects of career
-"education might well be integrated into almost every segment-of the existing
.cur*riOulum: ...

.fF r Enjo nt of School, reasonably,positive-results were obtaineoW both.
° % grade leve S,' with the 11th grade students scoffing slightly higher than the

.51th gi-ade Stude esOlowevell, the posibility existed that this result' was due ,.

to the.atgiti cmKtudgntt who disliked" school. TherigniVtant relatiod-
ships of this scale to .educational process measures suggest t at4proader .

implementation of Specific'instructipnal'strategies Would 'lea 'tocqigher level§.
-4of EnjbyMerit'of School, .

.

ThIlltults.Obtained from the educational process measuresjn 164,2 in (this .

.. , ,,- .
,

study--Individualiiation.qf Instruction, Reinforcement of Sel -Lcirceirt (lass-
room Participation,aegvelopment of Careen Talents, and Expectatiqns--indicate

i

that such processes warrant increased levelt of applidation irINUtah schools.'"
.

.

.
.

. i
.

An :timperriantfirrding of the study, and one Which has been found nationall4y was
the impact of sodio- economic status on the achievement and attitude, of Utah
students. This finding suggest that seeps need-i5tbe.takento dealwith,the

I

diamcatio-nal Aisadvantages whi accrue to'students rom lower socio-economic .
litkgrounds. 6

dIP
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COMPREHENSIVE-SYSTEMATIC PLANNING
4, WYOMING

by

Thomas 0. Kraner

Educational evaluation in.Wyorming is directed- toward the definition of school
goals, assessment\Df the school environment, assessment of the children's
response to the environment, feedback of information for relevant decision-

makers,'decisions for modification of the school's environment an then a
recycling of the whole process. philosophically, much of Tt is 1 6cused at the

level. We place a heavy etphasil on'all evaluation activities as pro-
biding the-local district with some kind of information upon which they can
make a decisioq, look tar a direction, or improve somethi

The-Wyoming Comprehensive Systematic Planning Require nt, which becomes manda-
tory this coming September, is Simply a minimum stand d under the W ming
school code. It is not imposed by the legislature.. T requirementIttates
that local dlistricts must Conduct needs assessments, the haveto be able to
demonstrate community involveupt in planning, they have to she, that they have
evolved protedures for resolv kentified learner needs, and'they have to
evaluate. The requirement allows dirstricts to pursue planning as they see,
fit--withState depaftment assistance, employmdnt outside consultants,, doing
it on their own--but to have their plan approved by the State department.

In our heedsassessmewt, as it is'currently st'uctured, we start with broad,
basic community involvement, having the districts that we work with form a
nelds4SOssTent Committfe Ad a steering committee to monitor the procedures.
We Have been using as the%basis of the needs'assessMent the Phi Delta Kappa

.,goal statements for education,-but in addition to these we ask for identifica-
tion of learner needs, and let needs evolve froorthose. We don't require
'testing as an initial step in nee assessment. We encourage comm input
with regard to the goals viewed as being important for eduCation in the local
district, and then an estimation of how,the'distrqt is perceived as c ently,
meeting those goals. Wherever there is 'h gap between high-value of goal and
low rating of fulfillment inthe distFict, that becomes a need; and at that

potni, the di'strict it asked toadocument the need in more.detail, not only by
., using information from community surveys but also by using any school data that

is available. The State Board gives each dist'?ict discretion to modify the
) , systeftatic comprehensivePlanning model. The-only requirement imposed is that

- -planning be systematicand comprehensive.' '

'In the planning model the f4rst step is the completion of a needs' assessment.
The next.step we suggest is that the school' district take the results of the

4 weeds afSessment and further define its problem. Analyze the needs assessment
and generate some alternative solutions to meet the nbeds identified. Devise

A4,.- an- evaluation scheme for asSessing.the extent to which the district has met the
(i,a goals they have

..,set forthemselves. ' .

/40
.

. 4

').2- We have beenvorkingwith the dAtricts, offering technical assistance. Where
a given identifipd need requires gme kind of expertise we don't have, we have ,
been drawing on the subject-matter consultants and the:instuctional divisir
-for: help, but b4g hav'en't been providing special money.

/ 43*
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Another facet of the entire planning requirement istied to the accreditation
process of local school districts. We have started accreditation visits which
not only involve looking,at those items which come as a part of our regulir
ac5xeditation grogram,teacher certification, and other related concerns; but.
as a part of that overall look at the district, we have been re-examinrng their
progress in meeting the-planning requirement. We do get a little internal
criticism about that_and havesome reservations about it, but most districts
seem to be cooperative.-

.

Another facet of what we are involved in is, of course, evaluation of federally
funded programs. I was'rather encouraged to hear our keynote speaker suggest
backing off from:a rigid position of objectivity. Our efforts in Wyoming are
certainly not solidly objective. We can't point to any evaluation activities
we are involved'in that center around sophisticated research designs. At the
same time, I- think we have been rather direct and honest in using program
objectives developed by the local district as a basis fdr evaluating programs,
and we generate our questiorinaire and student interview guides'and staff
intervieinstruments from objectives for a given program and go in and collect
data a7nd dkirect our generalizations topositive-areas and areas of concerns.
Recommendations we make a-re based on What a,given district's prOject said it
was going to do in its project objectives. ISupposesome peo ?le would call
our efforts goal -based evaluation,. and at times we question!if maybe even this
isn't being 4 little dishonest becau1t frequently, as we look at a'project we
see side issues that don't come out of the objectives slated by the project.
We are encouraged by the fact that With some, of the programs like the Title IJJ
programs, some of our recommendations have been taken.to heart and some effort
has been made to steer the Project in a new direction'. SO we feel ,as if we are
having some effect and doing more than just_Eloyiding a written report to the
federal program director responsible for th777537kt. Of courseorl think that
is what Jihe.whole thing is all about.

9

As a part of our evaluation activitiesPg# have been,working.w4h .districts in
the area of staff evaluation. We haVen[t,been writing their sff evaluation '

programs for them, but we haVe 4011 presehtfh districts, with a model which
focuses on self-evaluation techniques and job targets'; and we have been working
with them to show them the'advanta§qtand disadvantages of evaluating staffin
different Ways and tying this to a responsibility fqr not only evaluating staff,
but also building in some kind'ofa support system to help them improve.

One of the big concerns expressed by di'stricts, especially in those-first. few
orientation sessions when we start talking about the planning model and we get
down to that evaluation componerit, is'who is evaluating and what? What are you
going to do' to us,if we faill',.We have been trying' to reassure' them that we are
not passing or failing them on what their evaliation data shows. We mant them
to become+familiar with the process andAne vr and use the results of their
evaluation to Take their own decisions,,bui many of them are certain we are
going to penalize them in some way.

.

1.
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EVAVOATION OF CAREER EDUCATION IN ARIZONA
(3. ,

by

Richard Ruff

Let me review with you some consideration's in developing career education

evaluationdcapabilities at the State departmedt level in Arizona. We analyze

management datat student outcome data, and data' concerning instructional strat-

egies. We have it done by external evalpators, We tOY to determine whether

the kids are really learning anything or not. We also try to establish the

effectiveness of the different approaches that we are'using in career education*
We have done that in a number of our projects for a number of years, but we do,

not do it in every project. Wellimply can't afford it because it is ioiply

expensive. For example, in Pema County, which is our largest project funded- -

$600,000 - -we are putting about $35,000;into the evaluation.

Another type of evaluation we are doing is the Stnior Follow -Up Study. We use

a different kind of form, specifically geared to try to"tap into things we are

concerned about in career education. We-give it to all the students rather

, thanjuit vocational education students., We are trying to determine whether
the students have achieved any of the outcomes'we are after and whether the 11

'strategies we are using 'are effective.

. .

.

. 4

Our Annual Statistical Report is a report we give to the legislators . It's
..1

simply numberdata. We also give them a synopsis from the report. Our Annual .

Evaluation Report is a report that each,of our-projects must submit at the end

.
of the year, They have to state each goal, each objective; each evaluation ..

, procedure and include their findings. Inmost cases, that is'evaluation they

. N do as part of their projects; it is not done by an external group. e

We have,also developed a needs assessment system'. It's essentially a service '.

to the projects, which gives them an opportunity to find oyt what the career'

education priorities are,in the community. We will help them at*theState

department tIO develop the fo ,- we do all the data'processing,fond we give

them bdck a computerized re o It's a skstem that is veryflexible and y'ery

Simple, so. that most pr c s can do it -on their own once we give them s

initial instruction, S nc we wilt a lot of money developing curriculum in

career education, we obviously attempted to assess the effectiveness Of the

curriculum. We did pilot tests, we did field tests, we ,then.went into what we

called implementation testing -to find out the effdetiveness of those units: '

Now, whenever teachers want to use a unit, tht evaluation- report tells them how.,

well the kids liked it; how well'the teachers liked it how well the students

did on the perfotmance objectives of that unit, and how much it .cost to implement.

We are Oso doing what we call "listening sessions." Essentially this is an

ill

opportubity f people in the State department, mainly the director and myself,

to go out and ally talk'to teachers and administrators and prOject staff to

find-out what- s going mi., They are structured interviews. We ask standard

lquestions and-then just shut up and listen. T is helps us in trying, to plan -

for the subsequent,years. .

.

One of the biggest problems I find
.

in evaluation is,that most administlt

4

rs do
AP %

.

not understand evaluation reports:. Part of.my.jOVis, to serve as a:translator

between the evaluator.and the administrator. We spend'a long time working with

, 4: 1c

4
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our external evaluators to make sure that they are responsive,to the'admini-
trators, responsive to the kind of things that the policy or governing, board of, .

the project can understand.,"

In some of.our projects we found out that.we weren't hitting the highschooTs--.\
nearly as much as the elementary schools. :We-werrfautting a dispropoilfonate
amount of our staff time into cOntacting-people in the elementary schools for
the simple reason that elementary schools, in general, tend to be more receptive.
to the concepts ofkareer education. Our project staff was going to those
places where people loved them. They were welcomed there, so they went there
more. They did what they liked to do. We needed data to give us a snapshot of
how our staff was spending its,time. For example, if the project had a major
thrust in parental involvement, and our staff was not talking to anybody about
parental involvement, theh it is very unlikely that that iS going to get done.
So we obtained a.simple kind of management data on what our staff is doing.

We have also obtained' data on the major thrust of speaker visits to the
classroom. Did they'deal with the area of career awareness? Did they deal
with the area of self-awarendls? Which of those areas did they deal with? We
found that in elementarisehools 73 percent of the guest speakers were dealing
with the concept of career awareness to the exclusion of other things. So, the
projects made some changes to try to h 1p guest speakers get involved in other

-

kinds of topics. We put together, for xample, a little brochure on "Tips for .

.Guest Speakers." The fdilowing year, '7 75,- we corrected that imbalance to
some degree.

4

V

a.

..,(James Mortensen, Colorado, and Helen Warner, Idaho, made presenta-
tions on their respective States. Due to mechanical problems with
the tape recorder and insufficient time fur duplication of additional
speeches, we are unable to'provide their presentations.)y

7
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INVOLVING, ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
TEACHERS IN DATA. UTILIZATION .

by

Bill Cannett; Montana

,L4tety many people are critical of policy makers and decision makers to pse
research data. I tendto react negatively to seat-of-the-pants decisioniaking,
bu don't think we can expect people to use data intelligently until they
have hadsome experience and scene training in doing it.

I would like to propose that we place more emphasis on teachiing people in the
elementary and secondary schools howtcOuse information. We cannot expect sdhe-
one who hasn!t had any real training in the use of data to use data suddenly
in'a rational manner. I don't think that"the evaluators and the people who
produce the data can do it'all themselves, and I don't- -think we can place all
the burden of changing on the, evaluator, although I do believe that part of
our job is to try to train people in using information. People frequently
oversimplify issuesebecause they want simple solutions. That is what they, have
been used to; that is wha$ is easy. They need to be taught to use'complex
information in making rational decisions.

CP

A.
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EVALUATION ACTIVITIES OF Dif PLAVNING, RESEARCH, AND
EVALUATION SECTION, OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

' by

Charles Sandmann

In Oklahoma, we have an expan1ed view of, evaluation. 'We know that, technically,
evaluation is a decision based upon comparison. But, we have learned that
assumptions cannot always be made about the process leading to evaluation, Our
efforts toward evaluation have. been influenced by the impact of federal programs
as they operate at the State level and in the public schools.

Our activities can be grouped aCcording to the serve es performed for the
department and those for public schools. For the department, we have produced
the needs'assessmetits essential for ourState plan and the program reports that
describe federal programs in our State. We also'have been instrumental in the
evaluation of workshops conducted by sections of our federal programs division.
Perhaps our most important function, and the one which has made the greatest
change in the use of evaluation, is staff development. Several years ago, weN
introduced management by objectives to tke department staff using materials

, from RIPP Conferences. We participated in Evaluation I from UCLA, CSE, and
then conducted the workshop for our staff and for LEA personnel. '

Accountability has been the second largest impetus to evaluation in Oklahoma.
Four years ago our legislature passed a resolution directing the.department to
implement and monitor'an accountability program. .They may,have had other
things in mind, but we designed a three stage process based upon systems
analysis. Our experience with MBO provided the basis for our planning. We
conducted in-house workshops and then expected the total SDE staff to provide
leadership to educators across the state. We produced materials, a slide tape
presentation, and a video tape which was used for a simultaneous, statewide
workshop fol'educators. It will come as no Surprise to lea'rn that we met with
some resistance to the imposing of MBO from the top down.

Our next thrust.grew out of our experiences with accountability.' We realized
that-the use of evaluation requires a change in people. To quote John Goodlad,
"School change is people change." -We selected a people-change technology,
Preparing Organization Development Specialist.(PODS), from Northwest Regional
Lab. A cadre of leaders'was developed, and now we are providing the service at
the request of our staff and public school staff. It is too soon to describe
the effect'of OD in our state, but we hope to devise a method for evaluation=-
.although itSdevelopers admit that evaluation has been elusive.

The schools in Oklahoma most receptive to both MBO and OD are the schools with
?ederal programs and specifically innovative programs. We provide the data

. treatment for those who request our services, and these reports are the only
ones that could be labeled "evaluation," even.though they belong in a compari
son phase--they compare measurements made of the project's objectives with a
standard defined by'the project. Evaluative statements are the prerogative of
project personnel and the on-site evaluation team.

Finally in our classification of evaluation services, ,we have placed the surveys
conducted at the request of department 'or LEA personnel. These are usually

34.



,
designed to,meet a specific need or provide information about a question posed
by.the person requesting assistance. The following list of publications
includes examples of each activity; most are-available for your use.

35

1,

An Assessment of Educational Needs'for Students in Oklahoma, Phase II, 1970.
An Assessment of Educational Needs for Students in 01747loma, Phase III,

Vol. 1, and Vol. 2, 1973.

Oklahom4-11pewide Assessment,, Needs Assessment, Phase IV, 1974.c
Migrant'Mcation Handbook, 1975.
Survey of Migrant-Education in Oklahoma, 1976. Set of survey forms.

,Survey of Migrant Education, Final Report, available October 1976.
Annual Evaluation Report of Federally- Funded Educational~ Programs, FY 1975.
Evaluation of Education/Fair, 1975.
Evaluation of Education/Fair, 1976:

Evaluation Report for Emergency School Aid Kct Workshop for Oklahoma E.S.A.A.
Educators, September 27-28, 1975.

Evaluation Report for Value Clarification Workshop for Educators in South-
eastern Oklahoma, November 8-9, 1975.

Evaluation Report, Value Clarification Workshop- for Educators, Southwestern
Oklahoma, April 8-9, 1976.

State Department of Education Goals for the Middle 1970's.
State Department of Education Futures Study,.1976.
Evaluation Workshop I, Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of

California at Los Angeles.
Needs Assessment, 1973.

Handbook for Objective Writing and Program Development, 1974 -75.
Evalusitiion, Book I.

Worksheets for a Workshop Presenting Book I.
Affective Measurement, Three Scales.
Group Process Skills, Northwest Regional Laboratory, Eugene, Oregon.
Arts 6iiation Training, A Workshop for Training Planning Teams for Arts

Education, 1976;
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INFORMATION UTILIZATION IN DECISION- MAKING

,by

Dr. Roy Forbes, Director
tw,""

Uational Assessment of Educatibnal Prograds
Educatioi Committee of States

do.

Many times we try to think of "utilization" strategies to make sure that we take-
the information we have generated and apply it in such a way as to re-plan or
re-cycle our educational programs. Whenever we- start - thinking about information

.utilization, the first thing that comes to mind is theiroblem of communication
between those of us who are responsible for generatine information and those of
us who are responsible for using that information in making decisions.

Systematic decision-making does include several steps. The first, obviously,
is to define the problem. Everyone claims that step is rather obvious, but.I
know many times groups who are in the process of.making some type of detision
only talk about the problem in very general terms and never get around to say-

, ing just exactly what the probrem,ffs.

Once the problem is defined, then you have to generate a poslible solution og
possible solutions to that problem. I personally _think that you need to do the
latter--that is-, come up with a number of alternatives so that you can then
mull over each -one. Do something like identify financial resources or personnel
resour es that you would require in order to implement one of those possible
sol ion or identify any problems you would have with implementing one ofthem--
try to i entify the constraints--try to identify possthle.ways of removing those

'co straints by working around them. Then look at the information you have at
tha point,Nreviewing. the possible solutions for pOtential payoff- -which one

1 have more beneficial effects than the others. You have to continually go
! back to the previous step because usually what your head is doing is synthesiz-

combining those possible solutions that you weighed the whole time; and
: each time ybu do-that, you should go bad and create the information needed

for'each new possible solution. At some point you. have to make a selection--
the last step.

.
These are, very briefly, the steps to follow .in trying to reach a decision, in
trying to solve a problem. Each step requires certain amounts of information
selection. Sometimes we can sit down, when we start, and find all the informa-
tion that we are going to need ahead of time; but in most cases we need to go
back and work through each step, identifying additional information, which we
can then use in this systematic process.

Sometimes the best decisions you reach are those decisions you make in the
showqmordriving to work, over a drink, or dancing with your wife--they just
pop to the mind all of a sudden. When you stop and think about that ptrtic--
ular decision, oftentimes you can stick with it I call this model the Ah hahi
type and make the best use of it I can. Now some people might say that is being
very unsystematic. I really'don't know because 1 don't know what's happening in
the brain at the time that these Ah hah'a occur. ,Maybe a thousand years from
now we will know how to analyze thinking better than we do today, and someone
will be able to determine a more systematic process for that, .

-4
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One thing you can do which ties in with utilization of decision making--when-
ever you have one of those Ah hah'a, sit down and try to reconstruct what
informatiot' you. believe you have used that led you to that decision.. I think

that's the clue. Many-times we feel that we haven't used" nformation in a
very systematic way in reaching a decision that way. Sit down and try to

figure out all of the processes that you could have brought into play to
reach that decision, and you will start identifying information that YBLINmay

have subconsciously used. Then you can identify those pietet of information '

and, consciously use them.

I think we need to develop "a respect for information which.appears in a dif-
ferent way from the systematic way. If you do not go back and look at the
information that you used, maybe subconsciously, or look at the information
based on experience, there is a danger that you will think you really don't
need other information, and it creates an attitude about the use of'informa-
tion that I think can be very damaging. 1

r

That gets us to something I call "justification." If someone has a good feel-

ing about a particular decision, or they have a decision that they hope is
going to be made, then they will go looking for data to justify that partici,

lar deciiion. In doing so, they are probably going to bump into

ihforiatfon'that is not.completely in support of their decision, d

me

they will

probably change their decision a little Bit. They will bump into a lot af

information that says they are all wet. They will have to be changing, '

improving, proving--but I think their finding the,justification for a decision

is really going to help them gain courage and not make them feel guilty about

using information to justif a decision they have made.

/6Another way you can make su that justification turns into a plus and not a

crutch is by asking youtself and ygur staff to list the pro's and con's of the

recommendation. If they recommend a particular decision, ask them why it

shouldn't be done that war. Initially, you will probali.14shOck people, but

they learn rather quickly that you are making sure all the information has

been considered. We are back to justification again, but we've added a new

dimension to ft, in that via, are building in the requiremerit that they look for

information that woul a negative impact on the decision as well as those

things that support he decision.

I have been talking in general terms. Now I would like to talk more specift-

tally of the data itself. One time I worked on a report which showed the

progress being made in a particular school in Louisville as a result of a

number of'innovations. The report referred to the vandalism rate in the

school. DUring the fiddle of the year we began to get very excited about our

data because we saw were having a tremendous drbp in the Nandalismirate,

and we thought that s something extremely positive. We started patting

ourselyet on the bac a little bit. In several more months the rate went down

even more, and then we were convinced that we had something good going until

we talked with the maintenance man." We had determined vandalism by glass

breakage until we discovered that the maintenance people were putapg in

pleXiglass that wouldn't break. A drop in, glass breakage didn't Man a drop

in vandalism rates, It just changed the way vandals operated a little bit.

One of the dangers in dealing with data lies in not.taking a second look.

,51
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es.

Before we get too excited about data or start using dati for making decis ions,
we owe it to ourselves to go beck and take a good hard look dt the data. That
is a very important step in utilization of data. You have to sit down and
identify both the strengths and weWhesses of the data to determine the limi-
tations of it--to know just how far you can go with'it. For example, National
Assessment data cannot-be.used_for cause and effect-information. That's a .

misuse. All of you can think of misuses of data. I think the current misuse
of the ACT and SAT scores by some people is a good example. -These two tests
are designed to depict the success ofcollege reshmen and they do a very good
job of predicting the success of freshmen, but people try to take those tests -

and translate them to see how well we're doing other things in education. It
is foolhardy not to consider the weaknesses'of data--not weaknesses in terms'
of what they Were designed to do, but weaknesses in terms of what some people
are trying to use the data for.-

Another mistake we make with data is to dismiss it rather rapidly. It would
bevery easy for someone to make the same comment about achievement data'for
the'school system as I just made about the SA1 and ACT data: "Let's not use
it because it has a flaw in it; it is intended for another purpose." That is
j.ust as serious an error in data utilization because we have to look at data
to determine what use we may have for it. So, if someone from your staff
rejects a piece of data that you think they should use in reaching aedecision,
then again ask why it, should be used. Very, little data generated has''absolute-
ly no value.

It is. also important to find out how we feel about the data. Do we like it
because it supports our position, and that is reason enough for using it? Do
we tend to disregard it because it tends to be a threat to us, suggesting some
things that we would just as soon not hear about? Are we a little bit defen-
sive about the data? We have to ask ourselves all of those questions to
fietermine if we have some barriers-inimaking use of data that could be
extremely helpful---barriers of insecivity that sometimes occur when we look
at data that doesn't please us. It is extremely important to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the data that you project to use and to have an
open discussion about the way you and your staff feel about that data.

When yoti go through that kind of process, you .can discover the good things and
the bad things about the data. -You can then'communicate that information back'-

. to whoever produced the data -- because the producers of data, like National
Assessment, State or government programs, assessment or evaluation programs,

A are all dependent On the utilization cif the data in the decision-making .-
4F positions.. Everyone in the jobof producing data should welcome constructive

criticism; but tf you go through a processtof Identifying strengths and weak=
nesses of data avd keep these to yourgelf, you are not helping yourself. As`
far as NatiOnal Assessment is concerned, if you let us know ways iwywhich you
consider the datakto be weak, then we can respond to those weaknprs; and if
you will let us,k4Ow ways in,which you consider the data' to be strong, then we
can be Lure that we don't do anything to threaten the strength of the data.
But you have to'commupicate to data producers a need to.ihange what they are
doing, improve what they are doing, or forget what they are doing and stop
doing it.

Any time we make use of data we make certain assumptions about whpt the Aata
reveals: It is a wise "Idea to check out your assumptions with the producers
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of the data so that you feed back informatiory and check out your assumptions.
Maybe the producer did not realize that people were making the assumptions,
you did or that perhaps there was something else that should have been con--

sidered. .

,As you start developing a,personal contact with the generator of the data you
use in decision-making, it is extremely important that you become an owner of

that data. There are a couple of ways to do that. I have already mentioned

some of them. Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the data requires
an inquiry into the ida/a which causes you to start feeling more comfortable
with it and it starts becoming a part of you;,you now own it because it is
something that you have working for you. Listing the pro's and con's of some

'position that you are taking is another way.to develop ownership because the
data are.in some way swportive of where you are coming from. Identifying

some ways in which even at you consider to be weak data can be used, even

that process develops ownership. Personal contact between the generator of
the,data and you or your staff adds another dimension to that ownership.
Prablibly the most critical thing is that if you are going to use the message
that the data generator used in generatirtg data for yourself, you ought to
not replicate itAli-ought to refine and improve upon either the methods of

colletting the data try to improve the data base by adding additional

information from other sources. That probably goes further to create owner-

ship in tit data than anything else.

Finally, we have to watch out not to over - simplify the use of any data. Many

times people expect of us to have either yes-no or either -or types of re-

sponses. They don't want to deal with complexities, and so it is very easy

for us to look at the data, over-simplify, and try to come'up with those yes-
no's, up-down's, either-or's. We're all probably guilty of this mistake at

some time; so as a final step in the utilization of information in decision-

making, we have to inquire whether we have tried to over-simplify or whether

we have dealt with the complexity of the data in order to make the decisions

that will help us do a better job in education.

Then, when we are faced with momentous decision-making, we can reflect on the

decisions that we have already made and the information that was used in
making those decisions, and we will realize that, yes, indeed, we do make use
of information in trying to replan new educational programs: And, by using

some of the strategies that' I have mentioned this morning, hopefully we will .

create a.desire in the people who will have to make use of the information to

go out and search far_good information and then to-make the,best use of it

they can. I
4
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SUMMARY, EVAtUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

by

Gerald Kowitz; University of Oklahoma

.416

Views of the Evaluative Process

t

Ir

One of the central problems facing this group is Mt-nobody likes to be eval-
uated--nobody. There are some of us.who take great glee in evaluating others,
but when it is our turn to get under the microscope, it hurts:. t

-
We have several problems. That means.we must begin with some axioms, things
that we accept. If we are going to get something.done, we have to begin some-
where with what we believe. And for our axioms, I propose the followtag:
accountability is inevitable. If you're spending somebody else's money, they
are going to.call you to account. Accountability presumes assessment plus
judgment. This should lead to improvement. Improvement assumes, 'control. This e-Jis a very important axiom because it has as a corollary, a non-symmetric: con-
trol is based upon knowledge. Control based upon knowledge has the non-reversible,
non - symmetrical corollary that controls cannot givePus knowledge. This is ex-
tremely important for evaluation. If we can report no difference, what we're
really saying' is that we didn't find any difference. We can't say there was nodifference.

We've only begun talking about policy. The history of studies of policy to
not yet a decade old. .0h, we'll fiqd philosophy on them. NYou can probably go
'back to the first great policy-maker in history; Joseph, who saved Egypt throughhis policy. Or if you prefer, the story of Jethro who'd been to group dynamics

-'when he told Moses, "You can't be bothered with all these problems. Break them
up, in groups-of ten, tell them to go out and 'discuss it themselves, and then
come back.and report." You don't believe me? Look it up in Exodus. That's .what he told them. That's how far we've come. We talk about policy as a means
of control: We have control in physical -sciences. We are marveling at our
landing on Mars. We got it there. It worked. ,When you think of the marvelous
things that science can do I wonder why it is that they can't build a smooth
railroad cr4sing. Why is it that building ventilation`i4 neyer quite right?
Is'this so mit+ more difficult than putting a man on the moon? Or a spider on
Mars? Nobody answers. We have the idea of controlling people and society. We
'have philosophy, traditions, law, the social sciences. We usually think .of #them as Tess precise than the physical sciences: I'm not so sure

Finally, we are now getting,into the study of the control of the control. This
is the study of policy. We are,not talking about ethics or philosophy--philos-.
ophy and ethics are respectabje fields in their own right. .We are talking
about control of the controller of- policy, the policy maker. 'Afthe present
time, we see this primarily as _social, political manipulation which, among us,is flipped off in the phrase RFP, request for proposal.' Somebody has made a
policy and they want us to do it. I've often wondered, "Why don't you do Ityourselfr When we do get into this- arena of social, political manipulation,
data becomes ammunition for guerilla warfarq. Evaluation plans become the
strategies and tactics of trench. warfare. r would suggest to you that one oftodaY's great differences between an educational reseaccher and an evaluator is
that the researcher is looking for solutions to problems. The evaluatog\is
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t6lng,to arroge,solutions thatlwill'
4,41ved,:ihe solutions't6 the proilems.

Weltalk a6out.7.evaTuation with two

we're seeing,twodifferent-things..
This.W.960;,it has, advantAges.
Call it ju§tification--that's all
change the'past. The second role.
This will help us with Our plans.

ft
Objective-Extern

gifr

Evaluatioli

.

r , using the problems that have been

faces. We're lookitg in two directions and
One, we are trying.to justify the past.

We shoCdsubstantiate what we have done.,
right. But let us remember that we can't
of evaluation is predicting for the future.

V

.
.

There are rougtly three aifferen iews of the evaluative less: he first

.'' . `' Illike_to call active - external 44aluation--the optimum, thirethat we
c - all wanted to d6 far years :And'yeirs: Yet manyef_us, who have thought about

.

At .th-the dark of the night'wheme couldn'SAleep, realtZed, we can't get
there. - r..This- scientific research best.' Objectivity;,external, no
connections, and eValuat..h4. .It is *clic ive. If you.do-this, then this wi

happen. One of the bases of thislValpati racess is behaviotal objectives.
You c n.not do-objective7eXternal'evaluation ithomt behavioral objectives.

But j st because you have.behavioral objectives 'does not mean that you -have alk-1.,
objectivftev.tPrnal evalUation. :

; ,
lv- .

. .
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4 tit I'e
For example; Test:Spring I.was asked to work, AX tkeLocalsociation of Sunday-
School,Superintendentsrin developing and evaluatiFg-their new curriculum proj-
ects. By the time I ar'rtved, all the Sunday school teachers were triting
behavioral objectivei. I was to'evaluate,them. They put me up on fheliodiuM

and stilted handing them to me one etre time. I was doing fairly well -with the

= idea that after so many sesFions the children would know and could name at
least t 12 iliscSples of Jesus. .Thgn'I came down to one that thiS little old'

ady itten. said, "Of the children that attend. my Sunday school class
80 perceht of the time, 50 percent will:go'to heaveh." -

In egral ter-this.idisa, remember, is its external. This means the evaluator
desires as little' involvement iglhe ,Oogram as possible. Re does not want to

le-confused.by the facts.,Se knows what'he is doing. Ithas the great advan-
age of permitting you to be creative. It is supremelyaefensitle, it ,is

htinattcelyelustifiable, it is totally logical, andit his-extremely-high
eralizalelity,because.there is great, on the problem atlond. People

;king inrthis,ireaare not interested in 100,000 cases, because they kriow
that any test,stafisIAcS-tht they apply will be of some significance* you'

° have-enough. cases., If you 4trenough cases, you will get a statistically
signiftcant,aifference even though it doesn't' mean anything.

Sampling'cannot be well controll ed. We all know that. P

interfer&wit,the dOsign.:.TheN,-is a great temptati
-resurring-in'almost totallposs of generalization. Th

NAM; and would do right,,but cannot do. right becdus
implicatioris. .

Iii46)0
,

.

4Sabjective-Exter luatien . (I
...

I; :
Nt, -,. _

Nexi, -I.would,like tosdiscusv,subjective- external evaluAtion. re we are get-

' ting the judgment Hof- experts who deliberate on how things ough o be..., Now;
..16. ^ °, .. .

W.

lcs frequently
o generate case studies,

evaluator knows wh is

of the political, ial

1
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' here is the difference. Wheflowe we're talking about external-objectiv.e,

there°is an assumption that policy will aUtomatitally flow .from : a. mental,,
'results. You can't deny it. AIf we findthese-facts td be self-ev r t, thals
it. With subjective- external evaqAtion, we are going down to allow a little
elbow room. ,

- .
.

.
.

,---,
. .

Experts will set up standards.- They Will dictate to you,pome Oblicy. They will
expect you live'by it. The opetators in the progral* do not set-the quality
controlobjeltives--they are set by the experts. The program' directots have to
live iilem somehow. This is a problem that is locally known as the fa4lacy

."-<.of Piaget. Before you can conduct any Piaget experiments you have to be trained
by certified Piaget'trainers. Tteigive you your glasses, and looking through*:,

- those glaises, you can'only she what they have seen. ,Here yOu have a very real'
* dproblem., You are merely saying, yes, you saw.what you sag. But that mighthot

be 'fight. ''

ka

2

The evaluator's role in subjective- xternal evaluetionls that of the superior
expart.lpe haveout together then/est braihs we -can find,, and we've given con-

, trolNtothe top level. If we didn't seleCt the right people, we're in trouble.
This is a very dangerous., although useful, weapon:, The evaluators or experts
can come in and criticize you forlthings you never Aried to do. They will total-
ly overlook things that came out of your' plan that'doti't fit their .preconceptions.
In fact, you will .find that this is one'of the best tethodstif you want to play ,...

hatchet person. The'problem.is it lacks beneraliiibrtIty.

"Internal-Delflopmental Evaluation
'

, , t
,

,

4
deghippmental evaluation. This is.on}y one componenof the pebgramA t ..,

.
- Finally, we had a newcomer to the arena, only about 40 years ot ld now, rnel-

lwevanator's goal here must De perfectly tongrupt'with that of.the manager, -.

Wthat is, to improve the program. We are riot tailing about athievifig,specific
objetives--what we are talking About is not wh the 'organization can do now
or what it has done. in the test, but what is its potential for future-perfor-
m 'grand how can we expand and increase that.00tentiaL This iequiresthat

ion,

talkingabout an, ,

evaluator; must be.involved-from conception to termina
.

,
.

. -

Systems analysis is,a great tool with this method.
4/11- , -evolutionagligeration. We can't shut down the sc ool to improve it. We -

4,. . f have. to in ce small ,bits and see how they work. We Will take, out tbrowaways,

and put others back in. B'ut we are going to be working tdbetber as a team,'-
evaluator and"program director, in this repeating process. The0agyan/Ages heti;

gift are.the indolvement.and the metivation,for the people concerned. -TT-hot Motive-
-'kr tlon at least consVer you are a part of an important group doingflthings.

The disadvantages are very interesting*. The greateit disadVantage is that you
are dealing.witt highly- abstract ideas., You may never get:down to touch earth.
Your,behaviOrally-stated objectives are of little help.' You will ,be restrictq
by the policy guidelines of the organization.' You must be consciously politi-

I , cal, and you had better be good atit. You may become, unfortunately, extremely
-

gimmicky--sUch as getting people together to tole-p)ay, wearing masks and .;,
costumes or.playing at various kinds of gaffes -.;in- basket, outlbasket. 1We '
have here the Delphi Technique that more frequently than not bypasses the best 46
solutions because 'nobody wants to talk: about them at first; so they are voted

as.
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down sight away.. We.haYe asserOvgness training, which frequent4Y deteriorates

into attack trainN. EyOuatioll is definitely post-hoc, and. generaliz-

ability.

43
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Reactions to RIPP Program

In my f(nal reaction to the.RIPPpi.ogram, I would stresi,the importance of

meeting together face to face as,people:e.Words said' to each other. bave much'
,

more meaning than the vibrations th&t come over the teleptiOne. It is much

easier to say'no over the telephone than it-is lace Ad face. It is much easier

to lose.a letter,i the in-basket or the waste ba et than. it is to givie it a

possible answer. It is'Very important to see pe to know pebple.
,

If you are going to talk 'about your organizaN. a reglon, you have got to

,get to know that tegfon.. This vans tomewherejnvour conferenceI would strongly .

recommend you schedule a regional familfariiatfon act-Nifty. People are going to

.do it anyway. If you can do it with new friends, particularly from the area,

-you will tgin to get a regional ident4fication dnd consolidation that will do

your organizatiOn more goctd than a very large federal grant without.assessment

attached. Site visits are extremely impArtant.

I'WoulCsuggest that we need to watch our Iahguage when
.1?

we start talking about

ow evaluatlori is too complex'for, those poor,doOes.out there. Don't assume

'that, they are uneducated. They are unwilling to be -educate& Maybe they need

a little nourishment befOre'theywill throw themseljes into it. I suggested
.

to you three model.- Please do not consider them s'alternatives. And don't

,think maybe we can,string them together as one--each has tts purpose,'its

advantages, its disadvantages.'
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EVALUATI.ON,FOtt EF.FrETIA Nucigiasza FUTURES
-

'Seminar ,Evaluation F.orm

I. -DEMOGRAPHIC:
4.

1. Professfonal Position (Check One):

4 l a1 school district personnel' '

31 state education` agencyiptaff

3 education service center,personnel

1 higher educatiod faculty or staff

1 $4001 board member

1 other: Contractor

2. What State do you represent?

II. OBJECTIVES:

3. Were you able identify probable directions of change-in education and
ways in which evaluation.cobldassist with the change process?

,

%positively , yes; generally 4, ,only somewhat .. not at all

4 28 ,14 3

4, Were you able to share experiences and ideas on evaluation activities and
findings?

positive' yes, genecilly only somewhat not at all

19 '- 24

11- -

5: Were you provided the opportunity to revi 'sing or emerging evaluation
e-metdels and, practicer?

-

-
. ,

, -positiVely yes, generally only somewhat not at all

. .

23 - . 19 4
7

0--

6. ,Did you gain'ideas and suggestions that could be useful in your situation s.

or responsibility?

6
positively : yes, generally only somewhat not at all

-,, 18 . 20 11 , -0-

6

4
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III:. "MAJOR' ,ACTIVITIES: irate the following activities;:.circle your
iu each,of the three 'yeas notedrbelo>0

.
.

KNOWLEDGE POTENTIAL +

I GAINED
%

..

:APPLICATION -,.

1
4

'RMC Research

Models

8. Abt ASSOC.
Inc. Models

9. Calif: Eval.
Project. ",

.

10:- States Show
& Tel/.

11. .Utilization
of Data to
make decis.
ECS. ,

12. Systems
Development
!Corporation

. O
0 o o

O

F

response

45

ktivity

tRESENT4ATION

T,NE

4.) 0 .1-I
4-) U I

`4A- .1]

g 0.
°1 o ci.) t4 ' 00 o

- 0 .--1
14) "8

U

g M 0 uau to E 0 -0

%

16 28 3 2 13 22. 5 5 4 7 34. '3 5
' A

4 12- 29 4- , 2. 13. 20 8 6 -0- 43 11 5

17 25 4 3 10 . 27 . :6 2 3 , 38 3 5

-
'\

.

25 22 . -0- .. 20 23- 2 -01 4' ). 35 5 .4

11 -15 -22 14 7 6 Z 3 ' 40 4 2

4

11 23 3 12 34 4 2 13 5 30 2 12

Note any comments you may have cdncern.ng the presentation;

a. RAC .

Wet Technical
Should hive been questioned
Not well, present
Well prepared & pro
No Comment

2

further

ikpresented3(1

RR' well presented 4*
-Poorly planned project of research
Well prepared-and presented
Waste of time
Too much rambling
NO Comment

c. Calif. Eval. Project
Wellaprepared and presented
Missing in tone
Good practical approSch
Geod/Paiv

- No Comment
4.. °

59,
A
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. ,.
d. States Show apa Tell

WO1 prepared and presented 8
Too .many_ pregentations atone time. 3
Excellent opportunity to compare and share -:25
Very Poor/Fair

, ,-

Good 4 3
.No COMment . _ 78'

e. Utilization of Data
Did not get into depth of problem 3
Well prepared andpresented -4--- J

aFairly informative
Worthwhile
Fair
No Comment

,
, g

f. Other Events
Interesting Conference Well Organized
Wrap-up Evaluation O.K.
Speaker was Superb'

Pre'sentation valuable _useful
Nb Comment

off

IV. 'OVERALL RUING:
1

4. In general, how applicable were SeMinar.activities to your local sitUation?
(circle one)

1 4 highli, generally nat no
applicable ,applicable ,applicable. content"

.
.

. ..,

11 33 1 . ;Etl..,

15. 'Clerenct organization andimplempntation was'. .'..
, ,

f 0

supArb -' '.good so so . terribl no. c

7.:.' .

.,15 30 1 -0-
c .

16. The conference menu of activities and events was

steak
& potatoes

13

V. FOR THETUTURE:

.steak potatoes

.e

20 5

hors
, .

PoeuVres

.3

a

I

4,
beans othop no-0.

4 COSPent,

.41
-0- - 11:t. 8

Jim Bean
liarborger
Potatoeg 4

'17. What should the conference planners have included on the agenda that theydid not
.include?-' 1

-..

Mbre directionefor policy'makers
,

3
Mbre "local school district" representation 4
More "local school district" preientatiOns
More panel discussions ,

2-
More emphasis on what actually is going on at
state and local 1pvels 6 .

,.6 0
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Good'job.. #2

Good effort
UpS.O.E.sreactions 19
M6re interaction with groups
More time on the Calif. Evaluation
-Training package 4

No Comment 113__

17. Anything' Else?

Field Test Future Forms 2

Group'exercisesfuell liked 3

Panel most informative, and usefur - ST
More real discussion .

- 1"

Good conference 7.-67 .

,oipTo intense '-, more varied . '27
To much.time 1 .

Final suri)mary'oyerview'- excellent
. 712

No Comment . 0
. .

.

, .

VI . cattErrrs bN KEYNOTE SPF,AKER:

,
.

. i , ' ,
---

1. Excellent, set-right.tone,for the entire conference,.
2. Ver)i interesting. -'

3. "Heavenly Minded" - only one point retained-irdportance of process
evaluation Couched.in lofty terms. 4'' .

4. 'Very go6dand controversial. . .

, /
.

5. Very,interesting, agreed with my biases /convictions so, therefore, did
not introduce many new ideas but did.serve to support and facilitate
my own thinking on many issues. \,

. Enjoyed the speaker very much. Did not learn much that I didnt. already.

,know but he did serve to refresh some 'philosophical ideas that et the

scene for the conference.
7. Somewhat removed from the real world of where the interfact between kids

and programs occurs. .
*

. 8. He was a good speaker. Tried to get Across a. balance between objective

and subjective assessment. Perhaps a little too general'. ..

9. VeryperCeptive about future needs regarding edUcation.
10. Afraid I didn't get much out of it - lots of platitudes etc.
11. txcellent choice and did an excellent job.. He was "down to earth'''.

J2. Stimulating, controversial, got us thinking and new ideas. -

15. A small, small peek through a ,ihy crack in .the evaluation door. Humor,

'40-. .

i4. DynaMic; set the rikhZ tone.- Easy to followand humorous.
15: Average.
16. 'Very good, brought good inforthation.
17. 'I appreciated the keynote address primarilybecause of its "scholarly"

tone, which probablisn4t appropriate, for a sulary. This is the first

session, conference, meeting, etc.; I ha - attended which had a sin e
.scholarly hddress;.it,was great. I was ginning to think (after 7 nths

with the State Department of Education t intellectualism was. de
,

among "professional educatorsl. ,

.
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VII.. SUWki SPEAKER: I Nu

1. ,"Earthly Good ". .Entertaining, informative, and excellent debriefing
whichove the various experiences of the session as threads in a tapestry.

2. After hearing the Summary Speaker, I had innucA better idea of.whit the
Keynote Speaker said I understood the summary version best.

3.' Very compreheivive and perceptive coverage of the topicshisues raised
during the conference; very stiMulating presentation; good speaker; share
important insights into the evaluation process. 0o

4. -I enjoyed his practical approach to evaluation. His humor added to the
presentation. I agreed. with his ideas that some speakers were patronizing
hind that the program should have had more time for sharing projects and

,"---"\ ideas.- excellent.

i
5. Closer to the real world of the classroom. - .

0 6. Entertaining but took many easy cracks that were unjustified. Didn't .
really have anything to say. .

.
e

7. Very gdod sdimary of conference.
.

..----' 8. One of the finest wrap-ups I have ever heard. Gladi we can laugh A our-
selves and share some serious thoughts too. It's nice to'have'someone,
,give a pretty objective commentary on the state of the,art.

9. Very entertaining and "on target ". He did an excellent joixon putting the
speakers in perspective.

.

10. Went beyond summary to con Mute much itself. good, on target could
have been just a little brie er.' _ _ . .

11. Insightful. Suggestions for meeting formats were those I can support.
, 12. 'k?re exciting and well planned summary than I have ever heard. It was

. exciting, humorous, well planned and to the point.,
13. Very good excellent., ,,

14. Enjoyable and informative - very good.
15. Superb excellent. .

VIII. BOTH SPEAKERS:
-4

1. Both the Keynote and Summary Speakers were excelt. I particulafly liked
the Summary Speaker as he injected many duce stories and information.

2. Both are 'men of impressive intelligence and provocotive imagination'
excellent.

3. Best parts of conference. Demonstrated more perspectiie on evalUation than
others combined. Mature, professional educators -4mmided-enthlisiasm and
hope for work. ,

_Both Speakrs were very giond-aild'controversial:
Bbth Speakers offered an' appropriate spark - the initial spark to excite;
the concluding spark to sustain interest. Please print remarks. Both had
great points that merit further *ought.

4

6. Both were it eresting, very informative,- excellent.

St

3
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